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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
In response to the growing dissention over President
Johnson's war policy, a small group of concerned citizens
from th-olitical right banded together to form the
Victory in Vietnam Committee in 1967.1The organization
captured the political limelight with an attempted recall
of Idaho Senator Frank Church.The recall attempt failed,
but the events surrounding it led to an unprecedented
change in Idaho's political landscape, as Idahoans of all
political ideologies banded together to rebuff the recall.
In a recap of news covered in Idaho during 1967, the Idaho
Daily Statesman political editor, John Corlett, called the
recall attempt the most "spectacular event of the year."2
In order to unseat Church, the VVC needed the backing
of the Republican party or the media.The public might
have been swayed by either authority to believe the
attempt was legitimate.Republican opposition to the
attempted recall was immediate and unequivocal.3In fact,
Republican party leaders knew about the recall in advance
and thought it might aid Church more than hurt him.This
left the VVC with the mission of persuading the media to
endorse the recall in editorials.The VVC employed a2
pamphlet as a political strategy to explain the reasons
behind the recall.Despite the VVC's persuasive attempt,
the media condemned the recall and the VVC, cautiously at
first, then with full force.4Church was soon hailed as a
martyr as even his enemies defended his ability as Idaho's
senior senator.The campaign to end Church's career in
the Senate and stop him from voicing dissent ended with a
surprising twist.The recall campaign bolstered support
for Church and negatively exposed a faction of Idaho's
radical right.
A crucial question that arises from this situation
is:Why was the VVC unsuccessful in gaining editorial
endorsement from the news media?The recall pamphlet,
"Why Recall Frank Church" is examined as a significant
rhetorical artifact in the VVC's attempt to gain adherence
for the recall (see Appendix A).5The VVC needed the
media to endorse the recall campaign and the VVC for the
50,000 pamphlets to have the desired effect of gaining
public support for the recal1.6The motivation and
ability of the VVC were found in the eight page document
that served as the VVC's official explanation of why
Church must be removed from office.
This study examines the credibility of the recall
pamphlet from a Neo-Aristotelian perspective that
incorporates Northrop Frye's concept of "bastard speech"
and Richard Hofstadter's description of the "paranoid
style" in American politics.7Bastard speech and the3
paranoid style combine to form the manichean rhetoric
paradigm.This paradigm serves as a justification for
conclusions drawn in the analysis by showing the
underlying intentions and composition of the Victory in
Vietnam Committee.The outcome of manichean rhetoric is
argument that deceives more than it enlightens,
individuals interested primarily in personal gain, and
policies contrary to the best interests of the community.
The strategy employed by the VVC to increase credibility
attempted instead to conceal the attempt to stifle free
speech.This study shows the recall campaign was a
coercive attempt by the Victory in Vietnam Committee to
intimidate and chastise Church for voicing opinions
unpopular with the VVC.4
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to illuminate the role,
the function, and the ironic outcome of the Victory in
Vietnam Committee's campaign pamphlet to recall Senator
Frank Church of Idaho in 1967.The VVC's political
strategy was to build credibility with the media through
the recall pamphlet.The analysis of the recall pamphlet
shows the failure of the Victory in Vietnam Committee to
adapt to the intended audience, the media.The pamphlet
is further evaluated in the context of manichean rhetoric
to highlight the unethical use of credibility building
techniques and the ultimate goal of the VVC to stifle
Church's dissent with respect to the Vietnam War.The
irony of the Victory in Vietnam Committee's explanatory
pamphlet is that instead of helping to oust Church by
exposing his faults, it caused the downfall of the Victory
in Vietnam Committee.5
Literature Review on Frank Church
There are few books or scholarly works devoted to
Idaho Senator Frank Church, although he became famous
nationwide during his twenty-four years in the Senate.
The following articles and books are limited to those that
directly reference the recall attempt or Church's stance
on the Vietnam War.The only biography on Senator Frank
Church was written by his son, F. Forrester Church.
In Father and Son, Church wrote a cross between a
biography of Senator Church and an autobiography. F.
Forrester Church chronicled Church's life and political
career both as a researcher and through the anecdotes of
memory.Published in 1984, the book was a tribute to
Church by his admiring son.F. Forrester Church did not
delve deeply into specific bills or resolutions Church
supported in the Senate.Instead, the book added to the
understanding of Church's character by giving an insider's
version of the reasoning that went into Church's
decisions.The author referred briefly to the recall as a
"misbegotten escapade" that backfired in two ways.8
First, it drew Church into the campaign for the 1968
senate election early.Second, the people of Idaho were
outraged that outside forces were trying to control them,
so they provided support for Church.9
A second source devoted entirely to discussion of
Church as a politician is Frank Church. Democratic Senator6
From Idaho by Carol Payne and Margaret Carpenter.10This
pamphlet was published as part of the Ralph Nader Congress
Project, A Citizens Look at Congress.The conclusion
drawn in this 1972 report was that Church was an honest,
well-liked politician.An example of Church's honesty was
his insistence on making full financial disclosures
throughout his Senate career.11The report also
emphasized Church's "maverick appeal" as the basis for his
continued re-election in Idaho.The report attributed the
organization of the recall attempt to the John Birch
Society."The Birchers became so enamored of their own
strength that they mounted a recall campaign against
Church in 1967.,112In reference to Church's views on the
Vietnam War, the report found that Church had started to
speak out against the war as early as 1963, but continued
to support troops already in Southeast Asia.13
The recall campaign's impact on the 1968 campaign is
discussed in two works.In his thesis, The 1968 Frank
Church vs. George Hansen Idaho Senatorial Election and
Campaign: a Descriptive, Oualitative Analysis, Tim Bunn
concluded that the recall campaign had a significant
impact on the outcome of the 1968 Idaho Senate Race
between Church and Hansen.14Bunn felt the recall
influenced this campaign in several ways.Bunn emphasized
an interview with Church's 1968 opponent George Hansen for
information on the impact of the recall campaign.157
In Paradox Politics, Randy Stapilus also analyzed the
impact of the recall effort on the 1968 campaign.16This
book explained the recall campaign in the context of Idaho
politics.Stapilus felt the recall helped to organize
Idaho Democrats who had no other major office holder left
in Idaho.Similar to Bunn, he emphasized Hansen's
explanation of the recall's impact.Hansen felt the
recall made Church a martyr for the duration of the
campaign.17However, Stapilus and Bunn failed to closely
analyze the VVC's role in the recall attempt or the recall
pamphlet.
Two sources specifically analyzed Church's position
on the Vietnam War.The first is an article published in
1990 in Idaho Yesterdays, A Journal of Idaho and Northwest
History.In "'Congress Must Draw the Line'" Senator Frank
Church and the Cooper-Church Amendment of 1970," Gustaf J.
Brock analyzed Church's efforts to limit the war in
Vietnam.Brock surmised that Church's regret over his
vote for the Tonkin Gulf resolution in 1964 was the
impetus for much of the legislation Church sponsored in
the late 1960s and early 1970s that would repeal the
resolution.Despite reservations, Church voted for the
resolution in order to maintain the cohesiveness of the
Democratic party. Though this article focused on Church's
amendment to the Foreign Military Sales Act of 1970, Brock
provided insight into Church's Vietnam war policy prior to
the attempted recall.8
Another source that focused on Church's role in the
Vietnam War is a segment in American Orators of the
Twentieth Century.Loch K. Johnson wrote a short segment
on Church as an orator.Johnson characterized Church as a
loner in the Senate and an intellectual."His strategy
was not to twist arms but to apply logic, analysis, and
theoretical skills to win the day."Johnson explained
Church's reasons for changing his mind regarding
interventionist policy.When Church gave the Democratic
Convention keynote address in 1960, his speech was filled
with the popular cold war rhetoric.Gradually his
position on intervention in disputes in far away countries
like Vietnam changed as he realized the effect of such
policy on the nation.Church advocated negotiation over
intervention involving American troops.Johnson concurred
with Brock's description of Church's stance on the Vietnam
War as one of the distinguishing features of his career.
Literature Review on the Method
The pamphlet will be analyzed from a Neo-Aristotelian
perspective of ethos.Ethos is one of the three
persuasive proofs outlined by Aristotle in Rhetoric.18
The Greek word ethos can be closely related to the modern
terms ethnic and ethical.The term ethnic refers to the
characteristics the rhetor portrays that are closely
aligned with a social group.The term ethical means the9
rhetor is judged according to moral choices.Together,
these terms define ethos as the way an individual lives
according to community standards.19According to
Aristotle, this proof is potentially the most persuasive
of the three proofs.Three qualities help the rhetor
produce a favorable impression on the audience; moral
character of the rhetor, the knowledge of the rhetor, and
the rhetor's goodwill toward the audience.The term
credibility is used to define the audience's perceptions
of a person's ethos.This method of discovering the
credibility of a rhetor "provides a starting point for
rhetorical analysis today."20
The qualities of credibility can also be used to
conceal aspects of manichean rhetoric.The concept of
manichean rhetoric is used to highlight the motives and
reasoning of the VVC.The term manichean is derived from
the religious sect that followed the teachings of Manes in
the third century.21Manichaeists believed that Evil was
as powerful as God, thus the world was seen in terms of
absolutes, with humans struggling between that which is
good and evil. In The Wretched of the Earth, Frantz
Fanon, used the term Manichean World to describe the
atmosphere created by colonial nations when they subjugate
native peoples.22According to Fanon, the native people
and their culture are depicted by the settlersas the
"quintessence evil."23In order to take back their10
identity as a culture, the native population must come to
view the settlers as the absolute evi1.24
For the purposes of this thesis, manichean will be
defined as a style of rhetoric that combines aspects of
Northrop Frye's bastard speech and Richard Hofstadter's
paranoid style.The basis for this definition is Karlyn
Kohrs Campbell's analysis, "An Exercise in Manichean
Rhetoric," that combined aspects of bastard speech and the
paranoid style.25Richard B. Gregg's explanation of the
ego-function of rhetoric also adds to the understanding of
the manichean style.25
Bastard speech was first outlined in Frye's The Well
Tempered Critic in 1963.In an attempt to provide a more
comprehensive way to critique speech,Frye explained the
difference between bastard speech and genuine speech.
This discussion is reminiscent of Aristotle's
differentiation between sophistic rhetoric and genuine
rhetoric in Rhetoric.27Aristotle felt it was important
to understand the motives of potential users in order to
understand the abuses of rhetoric.Frye felt the
traditional speech labels of low, middle, and high lead to
stereotyping based on social classes.Therefore, he
offered the two extreme labels of bastard speech and
genuine speech in order to make a moral distinction
between types of speech.28
Frye made several distinctions between genuine speech
and bastard speech.Genuine speech is the "genuine11
personality" voicing new ideas and phrases.Bastard
speech is characterized by the ego, that self-indulgent
part of humanity interested only in self-expression, not
communication.The ego gives voice to the base, the
generic, and the cliche.29
The moral difference between the two types of speech
can be found by looking for the persuasive goal of the
speaker as well as the methods of persuasion.The use of
genuine rhetoric helps mold a society, while the use of
bastard rhetoric gives in to a mob.While genuine speech
is the voice of true criticism and dissent, the mob works
to tear away at society without offering new alternatives
for prospective change.3°
Within bastard speech are different levels ranging
from neighborhood gossip to attempts to challenge free
society by using propaganda.This last category is the
worst form of bastard speech.It is characterized by the
intentional use of bastard speech by the morally corrupt
individual.Propaganda plays on the "hatred, arrogance
and fear" of the audience.31The success of propaganda is
synonymous with a society losing its freedom. This concept
represents an aspect of the conflict between free speech
and bastard speech.
Frye felt the misuse of words apparent in bastard
speech was dangerous to free speech."However
uninhibited, it [bastard speech] is not free speech, and
at a time when most of us feel rather helpless about how12
much we can do in the world, free speech is the one aspect
of a genuine society that we all hold in our hands, or
mouths."32The misuse of rhetoric by the few could
jeopardize the one aspect of society that makes
individuals truly free.Frye put free speech in the same
category as genuine speech because "... free speech cannot
have anything to do with the mumbling and grousing of the
ego."Frye further explained the role of free speech as
the very basis for individual freedom in a society:
If free speech is cultivated speech, we should think
of free speech, not merely as an uninhibited reaction
to the social order, a release of the querulous ego,
but as the verbal response to human situations, a
response which establishes a context of freedom.33
Another essay that sheds light on the manichean
rhetoric paradigm is Richard Hofstadter's The Paranoid
Style in American Politics.34The essay was originally
delivered at Oxford in 1963, the same year Frye's The Well
Tempered Critic was published.Hofstadter's analysis of
the paranoid style coincides with Frye's definition of
bastard speech.Hofstadter described the paranoid style
as stemming from a manichean personality.Hofstadter felt
this style was especially apparent on the extreme rightor
left of the political spectrum:
In contemporary right-wing movements a particularly
important part has been played by ex-Communists who
have moved rapidly, though not without anguish, from13
the paranoid left to the paranoid right, clinging all
the while to the fundamentally Manichean psychology
that underlies both.35
Hofstadter focused on the paranoid style in the
radical right movement of the 1950s and 1960s typified by
the John Birch Society.He explained four significant
features of the paranoid style. The first element of the
paranoid style is that the paranoid speaker imagines a
"vast and sinister conspiracy" so enormous that it is the
"motive force in historical events."36Time is a crucial
factor in this fight because society is constantly on the
brink of destruction if action is not taken to stop the
conspiracy.The second factor is the idea of the all-
powerful, evil enemy.The paranoid sees the enemy as able
to control almost every part of society."He [the enemy]
makes crises, starts runs on banks, causes depressions,
manufactures disasters, and then enjoys and profits from
the misery he has produced."37A third characteristic of
the paranoid style is the reliance on the defected enemy
to make their case.The convert is proof that the cause
of the paranoid is right and just.The final element of
the paranoid style is the extreme use of evidence toprove
the conspiracy and fantastic leaps in reasoning."One of
the impressive things about paranoid literature is
precisely the elaborate concern with demonstration it
almost invariably shows."Usually, the paranoid starts
the reasoning process with claims that are easy for the14
audience to believe and then makes fantastic leaps in
reasoning supported by an abundance of factual evidence.
"The entire right-wing movement of our time is a parade of
experts, study groups, monographs, footnotes, and
bibliographies."38
These specific tactics of the paranoid style shed
light on the underlying problem of bastard speech. The
paranoid rhetor misuses rhetoric to achieve goals thatare
inconsistent with genuine speech and damaging to the free
speech of society. The goal of the paranoid is not merely
to negotiate and bargain, but to win at all costs.This
goal circumvents the normal political process because the
"enemy is thought of as being totally evil and totally
unappeasible."39In addition, the paranoid does not
comprehend the workings of history or society.Hofstadter
concluded, "We are all sufferers from history, but the
paranoid is a double sufferer, since he is afflicted not
only by the real world, with the rest of us, but by his
fantasies as well."
Karlyn Kohrs Campbell brings the two styles together
in an analysis titled, "An Exercise in Manichean
Rhetoric," in Critiques of Contemporary Rhetoric.She
used Frye's bastard speech as a basis for her critical
methodology in a critique of two speeches by Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew.40She referred to specific
techniques used by Agnew to cover up his use of bastard
speech.These techniques included:15
(1) the use of Latinate and relatively esoteric
language;(2) the use of literary or scholarly
allusions;(3) the appearance of an attitude of
fairness and objectivity;(4) the extensive use of
specific examples and factual data in support of
conclusions; and (5) the use of expert opinion,
particularly from his opposition.41
The four paranoid style tactics described by
Hofstadter are apparent in Campbell's analysis of Agnew's
speech although she did not mention Hofstadter as a
source.Campbell pointed out Agnew's attack on the all
powerful media who conspired to undermine the Nixon
administration. An important tactic used by Agnew to
conceal bastard speech was the reliance on expert sources
within the enemy camp, the media.Finally, Agnew provided
an abundance of evidence to support his charges of too
much media control.Overall, the paranoid tactics are
evident through Campbell's analysis.
Campbell used Frye's analysis of bastard speech to
show how Agnew attempted "to conceal his exploitation of
the resentments, fears, and hostilities of his audience
behind the facade of a serious and real problem... "42
Agnew chose to mislead the audience by exploiting
rhetorical tools in order to suggest a real attempt at
"rational deliberation."43By first identifying the
techniques used to conceal bastard speech,Campbell then
was able to uncover the hidden motives of bastard speech.16
Agnew's hidden motive, she argued, was to stifle the
dissent of opponents and limit critical analysis of
statements made by individuals in the Nixon
administration.Campbell pointed out that the real danger
of Agnew's use of bastard speech was to stifle the free
speech of the media and the administration's opposition.
The notion of the ego's influence on bastard speech
was carried through in Campbell's application of the
paradigm.Campbell felt the personal vendetta of the vice
president to stop the criticism of the press was not in
the best interests of the country, but in the best
interests of the administration and Agnew.The concept of
the ego's function in rhetoric is further discussed by
Richard B. Gregg in, "The Ego-Function of the Rhetoric of
Protest." Gregg outlined a method for examining the impact
of self-directed speech in the protest movements of the
late 1960s and 1970s.44Gregg limited his explanation to
"the rhetoric of Black Power, the student rebellion, and
the Women's Liberation Movement," though he felt the ego-
function of rhetoric did not need to be limited to those
movements
Gregg identified two functions of this ego
persuasion; the speaker's persuasion of himself or herself
through the discourse and the affirmation of self through
expression.46The latter denies the traditional view of
rhetoric as a rational act.The speaker is interested not
in moving the audience toward a greater good, but in17
satisfying inner needs through the act of speech itself.
This definition of ego-based rhetoric is in keeping with
Frye's view of bastard speech.The ego's role in the
paranoid style can also be determined by applying Gregg's
definition to Hofstadter's essay.Clearly, the paranoid
sees himself or herself in larger-than-life terms, just as
the enemy is defined.The paranoid is continually
striving to save the world from the evil forces, "manning
the barricades of civilization."47The paranoid also
feels he or she is more knowledgeable than others since he
or she is "capable of perceiving the conspiracy before it
is fully obvious to an as yet unaroused public."48
Another facet of the ego-function of rhetoric that
relates to the manichean rhetoric paradigm is that the
speaker may lead the mob to act in a self-destructive
manner in order to satisfy a selfish ego.According to
Gregg, the speaker may actually want to "force the kind of
counter-reaction which is ego-gratifying to some
individuals."49The speaker may also relish the chance to
take on the establishment and gain notoriety no matter how
negative or short lived. "The victory so obtained is
symbolic, but nonetheless psychologically valid and
important."50
For the purposes of this study the manichean rhetoric
paradigm is defined within the following parameters.The
speaker's self-interest is the foundation for the ills
inherent in the manichean style including faulty18
reasoning, the rhetor's paranoid vision of the world, the
mistrust of reasoned debate, and the stifling of free
speech.The decision-making process is subverted because
of the skewed vision of the manichean rhetor on which all
decisions rest. The paranoid vision includes enemies who
are involved in treasonous conspiracies.Reasoned debate
is opposed for several reasons including an insecurity
about the effect the rhetor will be able to have on the
political process, an unwillingness to compromise with the
"enemy," and a lack of alternatives for change.In the
end, manichean rhetoric serves to negate free speech.
In the extreme, manichean rhetoric is used by groups
on the fringes of society.Mainstream political groups
may also use the manichean style to a degree, so it cannot
be discounted when uncovered in political campaigns.
Manichean rhetoric is fueled by an individual's excessive
enthusiasm, obsession, or craze and leads to that which is
dishonest, dangerous, and evil.19
Method of Analysis
The recall pamphlet will be analyzed by examining
three aspects of the VVC's attempt to build credibility.
These aspects of credibility are derived from the Neo-
Aristotelianqualities of ethos and may be based on the
rhetor's reputation and/or derived from the discourse.
First, the rhetor wants the audience to believe he or she
is of moral character: honest, objective, courageous, and
trustworthy.One way the rhetor can achieve this is by
linking himself or herself with what the audience
perceives to be virtuous.Second, the rhetor wants to
appear to be knowledgeable about the subject at hand by
providing extensive evidence and making logical arguments.
Third, the rhetor tries to appear to be well-intentioned
toward the audience.The speaker appears unselfish when
the community's best interests are the primary motivation
for the rhetor's goal.Together, these three categories
combine to form a method for analyzing the VVC's
effectiveness at building credibility through the recall
pamphlet.From this analysis, the attempt to build
credibility will reveal the VVC's manichean style.20
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CHAPTER TWO
Frank Church in Conservative Idaho
Frank Church was born in Boise, Idaho on July 25,
1924.1Church's interest in politics was fueled by his
parents who encouraged political discussions at home.
Since his father was especially adamant in voicing the
platform of the Republican party, Church would research
the opposing views in order to debate the issues.
Church's boyhood hero was Idaho's Senator William Borah, a
Republican famous for advocating isolationist policies in
the early twentieth century.Nicknamed the "Lion of
Idaho," Idahoans were proud of Borah for his power in the
field of foreign policy.Church dreamed of emulating
Borah someday, both as a United States senator and
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Church joined the Democratic party, despite the fact that
his parents and Senator Borah were Republican.2
Church gained notoriety in his youth because of his
knowledge of politics and his ability to express himself.
In 1939, the Boise Capital News invited readers to write a
response to the isolationist policies of Senator Borah.
The Capital News published Church's letter on the front
page and later published a letter from one of Church's
junior high school teachers to verify thatsomeone so
young could be so articulate and informed.Church's
speaking ability became evident in 1941 when hewon a full25
college scholarship to Stanford by taking first place in
the national American Legion speech contest.The focus of
Church's winning speech was also politics.
Church served in the military during World War II
from 1942 to 1946.He was decorated for his service as a
2nd lieutenant for military intelligence in the China-
Burma-India theater.Church's experience in Asia gave him
a perspective for analyzing Asian politics that would
later influence his views on the Vietnam War.
Specifically, Church drew upon his knowledge of the Chiang
regime in China.He felt Chiang Kai Shek had lost touch
with the people of China, while Mao Tse-Tung was out among
the people winning their support.This experience
strengthened his resolve that national leaders must have
the support of the people for legitimate power.3
After the war, Church completed his undergraduate
studies at Stanford in 1947 with Phi Beta Kappa honors.4
Before enrolling at Harvard Law School he married Bethine
Clark.5During his first year at Harvard, Church
developed a severe illness. Soon after transferring to
Stanford Law School where he hoped the temperate climate
would aid his recovery, he was told he would die in three
months from incurable cancer.Stanford Medical Center had
recently developed a "radical experimental program in X-
ray therapy."6Not long after the test program accepted
Church for X-ray treatments his cancer went into
remission.According to Church, the illness made him feel26
that "life itself is such a chancy proposition that the
only way to live it is by taking great chances."7
In 1950 after graduating from Stanford Law School,
Church moved back to Boise where he practiced law and
immediately involved himself in politics.Along with
boyhood friend, Carl Burke, Church attempted to strengthen
Boise's flailing Democratic Party. Burke would laterserve
as Church's campaign manager for each Senate election.
Church engaged in a losing bid for a state legislative
office in 1952.He gained experience in non-elective
political positions from 1952 to 1955 as the president of
the Young Democrats of Idaho and the chairman of the Idaho
Crusade for Freedom.
In 1956 at the age of thirty-one, Church ran for the
United States Senate.Church faced the toughest fight of
the campaign in the primaries against threemore
experienced Democrats.Although a newcomer to Idaho
politics, Church beat out former Senator Glen Taylor bya
mere 170 votes in the Democratic primary.8Church then
defeated the incumbent Republican Herman Welker in the
1956 Senate election by a margin of 14 percent.9
Despite his victory, Church was at odds politically
with most of the state of Idaho from the beginningof his
political career.A Ralph Nader Congress Project Report
found it surprising that Church wasever elected to
represent Idaho in the United States Senate.10According
to the report, "The key to Church's success is his27
striking personal appeal, which towers above partisan
interests.Idaho voters are notoriously independent, and
do not hesitate to split their tickets if they find an
attractive candidate."11
Church's first major Senate assignment was as an
assistant floor manager for the 1957 Civil Rights Bill.
Church fashioned the vote swinging compromise necessary to
pass the bill and won the favor of the bill's sponsor,
Senate majority leader Lyndon B. Johnson.Johnson took
Church under his wing and gave him favorable positions
ahead of senior Senators on committees, including the
Foreign Relations Committee. Johnson felt Church would be
a future president of the United States.12Later, Church
was torn by his loyalty to Johnson when he disagreed with
the administration's Vietnam War policy.
In 1962, Church won re-election by 24,528 votes over
Jack Hawley, a Boise attorney.Church felt he almost lost
the election on the eve of the Cuban missile crisis.Soon
after Church sent a newsletter to Idahoans soothing fears
about communist Cuba, Kennedy announced the presence of
Soviet missiles there.Church reassured voters of his
knowledge of foreign affairs by giving them regular
updates by phone of negotiations with the Soviets.Church
went on to win the election by a slim margin.The victory
was significant for Idaho Democrats because Church became
Idaho's first Democratic Senator to serve two consecutive
terms.1328
On February 17, 1965, Church spoke out against the
Vietnam War in a Senate floor speech titled,"Our
Overinvolvement in Africa and Asia."14With this speech,
Church became the first Senator to oppose the war in
Vietnam in open debate.15This address affirmed Church's
support of international policies, while outlining his
opposition to U.S. involvement in Vietnam.According to
Church, "In the span of 30 years, an excess of
isolationism has been transformed into an excess of
interventionism.16
Church emphasized that the people of South Vietnam
must decide between Communism and Democracy.He felt an
outside force could not impose an unpopular governmenton
a people and the "will to fight against Communism must
come from within the country.17Church's analysis of the
situation in Vietnam was reminiscent of his views of the
unpopular Chiang regime in China after World War II.
Church felt the outcome in Vietnam would not dependas
much on the support given by the United Statesas by the
people of Vietnam.According to Church, "the outcome will
depend, in the final analysis, upon the character of the
government helped, and the extent to which the peopleare
willing to rally behind it. "18
Church felt the U.S. must negotiate peace in the
region before the conflict involved U.S. groundtroops.
He said, "A spreading war on the Asian mainland, pitting
American troops against Asian troops, isa war we cannot29
finish."19Church did not call for an immediate
withdrawal from Southeast Asia, but a more controlled
foreign policy with greater emphasis on a negotiated
settlement.He felt this was the most appropriate way of
ending the conflict because the United States would
eventually be forced to negotiate."In the end, after a
tragic trail of casualties out of all proportion to our
real national interest, we will have to negotiate a
settlement with the Communists...20Church finished his
speech by calling for new criteria for evaluating whether
the United States should get involved in a foreign
conflict.These criteria included deciding what the real
interests of the United States were and being more
sensitive to other nations and cultures.
Though Church disagreed with the administration on
many aspects of the Vietnam war, the administration showed
support for his ability in foreign affairs by appointing
him to the U.S. delegation to the United Nations in 1966.
Melvin Alsager of the Latah County Democratic Central
Committee felt this appointment indicated Johnson's
"highest confidence in the ideas and position of Church in
foreign policy.,21
During the 1960s, the political atmosphere in Idaho
grew even more conservative and Church's views continued
to be at odds with the norm.22Conservative politicians
interpreted Church's views on the war as a sign that he
was out of touch with his constituents.George Beaver, an30
Idaho Republican leader, the administration's inability to
win the Vietnam War on Church's outspoken dissent, "the
finger of guilt points squarely at Frank Church anda
handful of others.The shameful words of Church just a
few months ago were repugnant to all true Americans."23
Not only was Church's loyalty to his constituency
questioned, but his patriotism as an American as well.
Church responded to these accusations by saying,
"Sometimes it is necessary to take the unpopular
positions.I have to live with my conscience a lot longer
than I'll have to live with my job."24
The Vietnam issue did not appear to be "an
insurmountable obstacle" for Church's re-election as far
as Idahoans were concerned.25Idahoans felt that as long
as Church took care of local interests, "they could
forgive him for an occasional lapse of judgment
elsewhere."26The media characterized Idahoans' feelings
about Church's views on the Vietnam war in the following
manner, "Though most would be considered 'hawkish' on the
war, reporters get the feeling people bear no malice to
Church for his stance."27The Plain Dealer emphasized
that "the people disagree with him but they respect his
right to take a position independent from the President's
and the local politician's."28
Another aspect of Church's support was that extreme
conservatism in Idaho was not as subject to control by
outside forces as in other states.James Byrne of The31
Chicago Sun Times characterized the extent of right-wing
activism in Idaho. "Organized extremism has not really
caught on in Idaho."29People in Idaho were more locally
concerned about resource use and federal aid than supposed
Communist plots.This may have been a factor in the low
number of converts to extremist organizations in Idaho.
"Though the John Birch society has recently added a second
organizer in south Idaho, it probably doesn't have 500
dues paying members in the whole state."3°
Although there were not many members of extreme
conservative groups in Idaho, the outcome of elections in
1966 was a sign of Idaho's conservative trend.Idaho
citizens elected the conservative Republican Don Samuelson
to replace the moderate Republican incumbent governor
Robert Smylie.In addition, the 1966 elections left
Church the only high-level Democratic office holder in the
state31
Conservative and liberal ideologies deeply divided
the Democratic Party in Idaho.32In the 1966
gubernatorial election, Church supported Cecil Andrus as
the Democratic nominee over a more conservative Democratic
candidate.This created a rift in the Democratic party
that threatened to make Church's re-election in 1968 even
more difficult.Since Republicans were already a larger
force in Idaho than Democrats, any dissention in the
Democratic party made the election of a Democratic
candidate difficult.3332
In November of 1966, Church's campaign manager, Carl
Burke, wrote to tell him about the poor state of the
Democratic party in Idaho after the elections.34Burke
felt the 1968 campaign chances were already looking dismal
because of the lack of money in the Democratic party fund.
Burke wrote, "The problem with politics is that politics
and money are so closely entwined."35He finished the
letter with the gloomy prediction that if they were not
able to find new campaign contributors, Church would lose
the election in 1968.Burke concluded, "Suffice it to say
we have to get some money in here soon from somewhere or
this thing is going to wither on the vine."36
With the election of 1968 drawing near, Republican
leaders were anxious to capture Church's Senate seat.In
fact, they felt Church's seat would be one of the easiest
to recapture since Idaho was a very conservative state and
supportive of the war in Vietnam.37The radical right in
Idaho was feeling ambitious in 1967 because of increased
support of conservative candidates.With Church's
campaign manager already feeling desperate about support,
the 1968 campaign had the potential to be the most
difficult of Church's political career.Before Church's
forces could organize support for the regular election,
right wing leaders felt the time was ripe fora
sensational, unprecedented move such as a recall campaign.33
The Organization of the Recall Attempt
The recall was adopted in Idaho in 1933 at the tail
end of the Populist movement of the late 1800s in the
Western United States.38Although 13 states had
provisions for recall elections in 1967, only five state
officials had been recalled since 1908 when Oregon became
the first state to adopt the recal1.39The political
editor of the Idaho Daily Statesman, John Corlett, felt
the reason for such a low number of successful recalls is
that a recall should be used as a last resort in
exceptional situations, not as a replacement for or
prelude to a general election.Corlett wrote,
"Differences in philosophy are not proper uses of the
recall, otherwise minority groups could keep a state or
its political subdivision in an uproar. ,40From the
recall's installation in 1933 until the attempt to unseat
Church in 1967, there had been no elected officials
recalled in Idaho.The attempt to recall Senator Church
failed miserably, but stirred the emotions of Idahoans and
the political scene in Idaho.This attempt was
unsuccessful for several reasons including the lack of
support from the media, Idaho Republican leaders, and the
public.
The recall started when a group of individuals met in
Boise, Idaho on March 27, 1967 to decide if therewas
merit in the idea of a recall of Senator Church.Of the
initial meeting participants, two have been identified;34
Joseph K. Stumph, the Western Field Representative for the
Liberty Lobby, and Ronald Rankin, a paid, conservative
political promoter recently from California.41According
to the Committee on Political Education, Rankin was one of
eight "political operatives" who had been "subsidized for
the past two years... by a group of rich southern
California rightists."42Jane Alexander, the secretary
to a group of conservatives in Southern California, said
she paid Rankin $13,500 from 1965 to 1966 as part of a
"pilot project" to influence Idaho politics.43Rankin
decided to advise therecall campaign organizers because
he felt it might weaken Church's reputation among
Democrats and Republicans.44
The first public mention of the impending recall
campaign was in a conservative weekly, The Eagle, on April
5, 1967.45The article titled, "Idaho Senator Church May
Face Recall," said, "The darling of the doves and one of
the chief advocates of a Viet Nam surrender policy may
have to defend himself from the wrath of his constituents
sooner than the 1968 general elections."46Three days
after the article was published a second meeting was held
to finalize plans for the recall.At this meeting, Gene
Mileck was chosen to head the recall campaign as chairman
of the Victory in Vietnam Committee.47Mileck's political
background was limited to the position of dogcatcher in
his hometown of St. Maries, Idaho, where he also workedas
a house painter.48The names of members of the Victory in35
Vietnam Committee were kept secret, except for Mileck, the
Chairman of the Committee.The exact number of
participants besides Mileck, Rankin, and Stumph remains
unknown because of the secrecy.Prior to setting up the
recall, both Stumph and Rankin checked on the recall
provisions with a Coeur d'Alene lawyer.
The provisions for a recall are detailed in the Idaho
Constitution which declares, "Every officer in the state
of Idaho, excepting the judicial officers, is subject to
recall by the legal voters of the state."49For the
recall to be official, the group seeking the recall needs
to file a formal petition with the Idaho secretary of
state with signatures of 20 legal voters.50Then, 10A of
the registered voters from the last gubernatorial election
must sign a petition asking for the recall of the public
official.51Once this is accomplished, the elected
official resigns or faces a special election with voters
voting for or against the individual under recal1.52In
order for a recall vote for Senator Church to be called,
the VVC needed to collect 25,538 signatures from
registered voters.53First though, the VVC needed to file
an initial petition with 20 valid signatures to make the
recall legal.
Mileck and Rankin delivered the initial recall
petition with 20 signatures to the Idaho Secretary of
State, Pete Cenarrusa in Boise on Monday, May 8, 1967.54
The VVC sent out 5,000 recall petitions to people in36
Idaho. Their goal was to hold on to the signed petitions
so they could bring in 35,000 signatures all at once.The
petition listed two reasons why Frank Church should be
recalled:
1. Senator Church has consistently opposed military
measures which would help win the war in Viet Nam and
save the lives of hundreds of Americans dying in Viet
Nam each week the war continues.
2.At a time when Americans are being killed in
Viet Nam by Russian bullets fired from Russian guns,
Senator Church, contrary to the best interests of the
citizens of Idaho, has supported the Soviet Consular
Treaty ;hereby giving aid and comfort to the Soviet
Union.5'
In an interview, Mileck added to these reasons that Church
needed to be recalled even though the 1968 general
election was soon because "many issues will be decided in
the next year and a half and the prospect of having a man
as out of step with local thinking as Senator Church is
less than appealing to me."56
The legality of signatures on the initial petitions
as well as the overriding issue of Constitutionality
played a role in the recall attempt's demise.The recall
attempt was plagued with legal problems from the onset.
The initial petition was soon ruled invalid by Pete
Cenarrusa, Idaho Secretary of State.One of the necessary
20 signatures needed to file the petition was not valid
because the name was not listed on the county records.57
In addition, one of the original 20 signers of the
petition, Ernest H. Wells, withdrew hisname on May 11.58
Wells told the media that he did not understand the full37
impact of the petition and that it was "obviously
circulated by the John Birch Society."59
A separate issue that hung over the recall campaign
was the constitutionality of recalling a United States
Senator.60On June 17, Idaho Attorney General Alan
Shepard delivered an 11-page opinion that stated the
recall attempt of a United States Senator was not
constitutional.51
Shepard represented Cenarrusa in court when Mileck and
Rankin filed separate lawsuits charging that Cenarrusa had
not carried out the duties of his job when he did not
accept the recall petition.62
The VVC said that Shepard and Cenarrusa were merely
trying to obstruct their rights to recall Church.This
claim was not perceived as credible because Shepard and
Cenarrusa were both respected Republicans.According to
Cenarrusa, "Mileck and Rankin were merely grasping at
anything they could to keep the campaign alive. "63While
Cenarrusa and Shepard challenged the recall campaign in
court, other Republican leaders denounced the campaign in
the press.
The VVC's Bid for Credibility
The condemnation of the recall attempt by Idaho
Republican leaders removed the foundation of support the
VVC depended on for legitimacy.With official Republican
Party support, the VVC may have had the necessary38
credibility to gain public support and carry out the
recall campaign.Ronald Rankin approached Idaho
Republican Party Chairwoman Gwen Barnett before the recall
was launched to ask for support.Barnett responded by
telling him the recall was unnecessary and might hurt
Republican chances for victory in 1968.64After the
recall started, Republican leaders in Idaho appealed to
all Republicans not to sign the recall petitions. 65In
The Idaho Daily Statesman, Idaho Republican chairman, John
McMurray said the recall movement was "the most
ridiculous, uncalled for, and most futile maneuver I have
ever seen."66Republican leaders were furious because
they felt the campaign was hurting their chances to defeat
Church in the 1968 campaign.Republican lobbyist Jim
Phelps complained, "It couldn't be better if Frank had
thought up the recall himself."67McMurray also relayed
the Republican Party's distaste for the recall by stating,
"They are making him a martyr for no reason.We have
plans to take care of Church in 1968 in the orthodox
manner."68
Other Republicans opposed the process on principle
because it circumvented the normal process.A prominent
Republican member of the Idaho House, HerbertSnow said,
"The time and the expense of this thing wouldn't be
justified even if Church were an incompetent, whichhe
isn't." Republican party opposition to the recall39
campaign left the media as the only entity that could
instill credibility into the recall campaign.
The media responded negatively to the attempted
recall because they were not impressed by the VVCor their
motives.The media based their opinion of the VVC on the
VVC's actions during the recall and the recall pamphlet
published by the VVC titled, "Why Recall Frank Church?"
The Committee for Victory in Vietnam sent out 50,000 of
the newspaper style pamphlets.69The pamphlet consisted
of a very detailed explanation of the reasons why Church
should be recalled.The recall pamphlet is representative
of the discourse of the VVC.7°Since the VVC appeared
"from nowhere" to recall Senator Church, Idahoans,
including the press, had no previous backgroundon the
group to base credibility.Although individual members
were singled out by the press, the bulk of media attention
was focused on the VVC as a whole.The recall pamphlet
became the base of knowledge about the VVC for thepress.
The pamphlet provided the pressa basis to judge the
character, techniques, and intentions of the VVC.Their
analysis was not favorable as news organizations
criticized the logic and capability of theVVC.The media
also labeled the VVC as an extremist organization with
probable connections to the John Birch Society.
An editorial in the Caldwell News Tribuneon May 19
titled,"You Call This Logic?," used thearguments in the
pamphlet to condemn the recall movement.71According to40
the editorial, "Every Idahoan should read this propaganda
sheet.It provides an insight into the powers of
reasoning of those persons who want to see Sen. Church
ousted."72The editorial listed several examples of
fallacious reasoning found in the pamphlet.The first was
from the opening letter written by Mileck.The editorial
felt Mileck was being hypocritical in his expectations of
Church.First, Mileck criticized Church for "voting
against the free agency of the individual", then
criticized Church for doing his own thinking. 73In
addition, Church was criticized for not voting theway his
constituents would want in foreign policy and then
criticized for voting as they would wanton the issue of
gun control.The author facetiously summed up the
argument, "Shame on Sen. Church for supporting a piece of
legislation desired by Idaho citizens!"74
The editorial also noted that most of the pamphlet
focused on the single issue of the Soviet Consular Treaty.
"Certainly this group could have comeup with something
Sen. Church did 'wrong' within the past twoyears except
to vote with the majority of the Senate for the Consular
Treaty."75The editorial concluded with the decision that
Church must be a good Senator if he only has"one 'black
mark' in two years..."76The editor clearly felt the
pamphlet had not represented thecase for recalling
Senator Church in a clear and responsiblemanner.
This analysis characterizedmany facets of the media41
response to the recall campaign in its support of Church
and condemnation of the recall attempt and the VVC.
Soon after the campaign started, the media condemned
the VVC as extremists.They characterized the recall
attempt as unwarranted and the recall organizers were
taken to task for incompetence and poor thinking.An
editorial in the Caldwell News Tribune on May 10, "Recall
Strategy Is Stupid," chastised the sponsors of the recall
for not understanding Idaho politics.77The editorial
said, "If there is anything more asinine than this
petition to recall the senator it might be the stupidity
of the 'strategists' involved."78According to the
editorial, the VVC was creating a situation that would
leave Church looking like the underdog in the 1968
elections.This was not a sound policy because, "Idaho
rates high on the charts as a state full of people who go
for the underdog."79
An editorial in the Lewiston Morning Tribune,
"Amateur Night in Idaho Politics Makes The Senator A
Martyr," gave a scathing review of the recall
organizers.80The author, Bill Hall, felt the recall
organizers tried to "perform above their level of
competence."81In reference to the recall campaign the
author added that there had never "been sucha horrible
example of volunteer bungling as the comicopera attempt
last week by a handful of extremists."82The editorial
concluded, "And all because a pathetic collection of42
misguided amateurs decided they knew more about defeating
a U.S. senator than those softies at state
headquarters."83Concurring with this view, an Idaho
Daily Statesman editorial asked the question, "Why Not
Recall the Committee?"84The editorial used a twist in
the wording of the Victory in Vietnam Committee's recall
petition for support."The Victory in Vietnam Committee
has so far been so inept in its performance that it leaves
itself open to a serious charge by Republicans: giving aid
and comfort to Senator Frank Church."85
The media continued to ridicule the Victory in
Vietnam Committee with references of extremismas a basis
for judgments of incompetence.This became another focal
point for the media attack on the VVC.An editorial in
the Northern Idaho Press categorized the Committee for
Victory in Vietnam with other extremistgroups."If
there's anything right-wing extremists are good at, it's
flubbing their most cherished projects. "86The media also
dubbed the extremist group poor decision makers.An
editorial in the Coeur d'Alene Press characterized the
recall attempt as "an ill advised move by members ofthe
`lunatic fringe' and that with the first reportingthe
story would die an already over-due death."87Another
editorial went further with its indictment of theVVC as
an extremist organization.The Idaho State Journal felt
the recall attempt was one segment in part ofa larger
scheme to control the politics of the state.The author43
called the recall attempt "another sickening step forward
by the kook element in Idaho, where the atmosphere for
such outlandish rantings seems to be getting more
favorable by the month."88
Part of the media's focus on the extreme nature of
the VVC was an attempt to link the sponsors of the recall
campaign with the John Birch Society, an extremist
organization that felt many United States politicians were
already part of a Communist conspiracy.89The media tried
to link individual members of the VVC and supporters of
the recall to the John Birch Society.Mileck and Rankin
both denied current affiliations with the John Birch
Society, though Mileck admitted he was a former John Birch
Society member and still believed in the "organization's
goals and principles."90Another article linked Rankin to
the John Birch society because of his attendance at a
Birch rally.91On May 11, the Idaho Daily Statesman
devoted an entire article to the news of the John Birch
Society affiliation of two petition signers.92
The other attempt to link the John Birch Society with
the recall was through an analysis of the operations of
the VVC.The August 1967 edition of C.O.P.E. Report
detailedhow the practices of the John Birch Societywere
evident in the organization of the recall campaign.93
According to the article, "The recall against Senator
Church has the main elements of the techniques laidout in
the [John Birch Society] Blue Book."94 Four of these44
characteristics were explained in the article as follows:
the Victory in Vietnam Committee was a "front group" for
the John Birch Society, the recall campaign had "strong
right wing support," the recall campaign "sprouted
overnight," and the "promoters are distributing typically
lie-loaded literature to the public."95
John Birch Society officials denied any official
involvement in the campaign.96Jim Waite, John Birch
Society member and southern Idaho representative, said,
"it was entirely possible that some 'individual' members
of the society might be involved."97The VVC hoped to
gain credibility for the recall campaign through positive
media attention, but they were ridiculed instead.
The outcome was ironic for the recall organizers who
attempted to discredit Church.Instead of focusing
negative attention on Church, they found their
organization and attempts discredited.An additional
irony is that the recall led the conservative Idaho media
to defend Church.The usually conservative Idaho press
defended Church's right to free speech and on occasion his
views on the Vietnam War as well.This media outpour was
especially powerful since these same newspapers had been
"hostile to the senator in the past."98The Coeur d'Alene
Press defended Church's views on the Vietnam War inan
editorial in June of 1967.The author applauded Church
for his foresight regarding a more "reasoned approachto
the war."99"Perhaps if his advice had been followedwe45
would today be in a better position in Vietnam than we
are."100The media made Church look like a martyr, while
the VVC was portrayed as the enemy.
The VVC's chance for turning media attention, no
matter how negative, into public support was blown when
the financial backer for the campaign was announced.
California millionaire William Penn Patrick's monetary
support of the recall campaign created a public uproar.101
In a New York Times article, Patrick promised "to spend
`whatever is needed' in the recall campaign."102He
maintained that Church was just the first of three
Senators who were targeted for recall.According to
Patrick, Senators Wayne Morse of Oregon and William
Fulbright of Arkansas would face recall elections if the
recall against Church were successful."We have to show
Church or Wayne Morse or William Fulbright that they can't
do what they please, and then go home and make speeches
the people want to hear, and go back for another six
years."103Patrick felt his interest in the country's
welfare warranted active participation in the politics of
other states."We're not about to sit by idly and let
some of these clowns elected to public office go their
merry way."104
Idahoans would not support out-of-state money for
political campaigns in 1967.According to Randy Stapilus
in Paradox Politics, "Idahoans were irritatedat the out
of staters who had started it and rallied around46
Church."105This aspect of the recall campaign was a very
sensitive issue for the average Idahoan as witnessed by
the letters to the editor and interviews.In a New York
Times Magazine article, the author interviewed Idahoans
who felt the out-of-state financing of the recall petition
was a violation of the "sanctity of their votes."'"
Concerning outsider influence, a 78 year-old
Republican, Fred Boynton said, "The people of Idaho voted
him into office and the people of Idaho will vote him out
of office when they damned well please."107Church
appealed to Idahoans' concern over out-of-staters'
influence in Idaho as a base of support.In one speech
Church said, "I think that the people of Idaho have too
much sense to be taken over politically and economically
by carpetbaggers from California."108
The overall public support of the recall campaign can
be gauged by letters to the editor and on-the-street
interviews conducted by the media.These two sources
showed that people were overwhelmingly opposed to the
recall of Senator Church.In a letter to the editor in
The Post Register, Corrine McAndrew criticized William
Penn Patrick specifically for "taking away our voting
rights."109Other responses to the recall attempt felt
the act was inappropriate for the service that Church had
given the state.These letters included several from
Republicans who defended Church. 110Even if these
Republicans rarely agreed with Church's votesor opinions,47
they still felt he was an honest politician and a "credit
to Idaho.111
The on-the-street interviews were typified by "The
Enquiring Reporter in the Idaho Daily Statesman. 112On
May 14, twelve Boise residents were asked the question:
"What is your opinion of the filing of a petition to
recall Sen. Frank Church because of his views on the
Vietnam situation?"113All of the respondents were
against the recall, but several felt citizens should be
allowed to recall an elected official. Doug Millard said,
"I suppose people should be able to do this type of thing
[recall elected officials] but I don't think that what
they are trying to do to Sen. Church is completely right."
The public went further than the media and the
Republican party in their embrace of Church as their
Senator.Ironically, the recall afforded the public an
opportunity to view Church in the media role of Idaho
hero. The attempted recall campaign was viewed as a
success for Church because it drew so many people into the
ranks behind him.One Idaho Daily Statesman editorial
said, "Senator Church, in theory at least, stands toreap
the benefit from this particular episode of right-wing
intrigue."114The same author said, "Some Democrats are
actually--if privately--delighted with the recall
movement."
The recall attempt prompted Church to start
campaigning early in Idaho, revamping his already48
scheduled visit for June of 1967 to include more press
exposure.Throughout the recall campaign, Church never
backed down from his views on the Vietnam War or the
Soviet Consular Treaty.Instead, he responded to the
recall attempt in speeches and letters by focusing on the
recall's attempt to silence his dissent in the Senate.
Church responded in speeches and letters with an indirect
reference to the recall:
Should the day ever come when my conscience tells me
to speak up in the Senate and I remain silent out of
timidity or self interest or fear of political
reprisals, that day I will resign fr9T office and
there will be no need for a recall.J-L
The condemnation by the media and Republican leaders,
as well as revelations about out-of-state support, left
the VVC with little public support.Under this pressure,
the leadership of the VVC fell apart.Mileck and Rankin
split forces in mid-July.According to Mileck, he fired
Rankin for several reasons that were "in the best interest
of myself and other members of the committee. "116
Following Rankin's dismissal from the VVC, Patrick
withdrew financial support for the recall attempt.117
Rankin and Mileck each continued to support the recall of
Church, but the momentum was gone.
The recall campaign was pronounced dead on July 26,
1967, less than three months after its start. 118The
recall attempt that took much of Idaho and the nation by
surprise strengthened Church's candidacy in the 1968
Senate election.The recall attempt jolted Church to a49
60% margin of victory over 2nd District Representative
George Hansen in the 1968 general election.119Though the
1968 re-election campaign had loomed dismally on the
horizon for Church supporters prior to the attempted
recall, it turned into Church's largest Senate victory.50
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CHAPTER THREE
Recall Pamphlet Analysis
The recall pamphlet, "Why Recall Frank Church?," was
not effective in garnering media support for the recall
campaign.To understand why this was true, the pamphlet
is analyzed using the Neo-Aristotilean concept of ethos.
The media were important agents of change because
editorial endorsement by the news media could have helped
to legitimize the recall campaign.Since the VVC was a
new organization, the media were not able to judge the
VVC's credibility on reputation.Thus, the media's
ability to determine the VVC's credibility depended on
what was revealed by the recall pamphlet.
To determine the VVC's credibility, I will examine
audience perceptions of the moral character of the VVC,
the VVC's knowledge of the subject, and the VVC's
intentions toward the audience.The pamphlet is analyzed
to determine the effectiveness of these credibility traits
by looking at three topic 'areas in the pamphlet; the
introductory statement by VVC Chairman Gene Mileck, the
issue of free speech, and the attempt to link Church with
a communist conspiracy.62
Introductory Statement by Gene Mileck
Gene Mileck, Chairman of the Victory in Vietnam
Committee, gave several reasons for the recall of Frank
Church in the introductory statement, "Why Senator Frank
Church Should Be Recalled."1These reasons added to the
official reasons listed on the recall petition that
focused on the Vietnam War.The first page of the
pamphlet consisted of a representation of a copy of the
recall petition.This petition listed Senator Church's
stance on the Vietnam war as the primary focus of the
recall campaign.The Victory in Vietnam Committee stated
two Vietnam war-related reasons for ousting Church on the
recall petition.The first was that Church opposed
measures that would help the United States win in Viet Nam
and thereby save the lives of thousands of Americans.The
second reason was that Church supported the Soviet
Communists while these same Communists were supplying arms
to the North Vietnamese.In addition to the reasons given
on this page, the name of the recall committee, "Victory
in Vietnam Committee," also showed that the recall's focus
centered on Church's role in the Vietnam War.
The introductory statement explained why the recall
should take place and why Mileck was personally involved.
The first reason Mileck gave was that Church was out of
step with his conservative constituency.According to
Mileck, Church "consistently voted against the free agency
of the individual, for the greater subservience to63
international organizations, and for elevating the
authority of government at all levels."Mileck complained
that despite these views, Church was taking a stance
against gun control in order to help his election in 1968.
Mileck felt Church's gun control petition was politically
motivated since Idaho "has at least one hunter to every
household."Mileck concluded this section by saying, "In
short, Senator Church is not in tune with the thinking in
the State of Idaho."Mileck failed to be consistent in
his analysis of the issue of Church's duties as a
representative.First, Mileck complained that Church was
not concerned about the views of his constituents, then he
criticized Church for being for an issue most Idahoans
would agree with.Second, Mileck did not provide evidence
to support the claim that Church only opposed gun control
in order to bring in votes for his 1968 campaign.Mileck
needed to prove that Church had voted for gun control in
the past, only to change his mind now that an election was
near.Since the Dodd Gun Control Act would soon come
before Congress for discussion, this issue was more than a
campaign tool.The VVC failed to show their knowledge of
Church's stance on the issue of gun control by failing to
support the accusations regarding Church's intent for
opposing gun control.
Next, Mileck stated that Church should be recalled as
soon as possible because "many critical issues which
greatly affect the future of America are decided by one or64
two votes."He explained to the audience that he had the
best interests of Idaho at heart.He explained that he
could not "in good conscience allow the world, the nation
or even our neighboring states to continue to believe that
the actions and the public utterances of Senator Church
truly represent the views of the people of the State of
Idaho...."In light of the fact that the Soviet Consular
Treaty was the only issue the VVC referred to since 1965
as explanation for Church's urgent removal, the audience
may have felt the VVC was overstating their case.Either
Church had only done one thing wrong in the previous two
years, or the VVC was too lazy to look up more recent
examples.Although the VVC may have appeared well-
intentioned, their lack of support made the claims appear
too drastic.
Third, Mileck said that the recall was a good tactic
because it would be more difficult to defeat Church in the
1968 general election because the Republicans would have
to put up a candidate.Under the provisions of the
recall, the vote was merely for Church or against him.
There was no need to offer an alternative to Church
because if the electorate decided to oust Church, a
replacement would have been picked by the governor until
the next election.The VVC showed a lack of courage in
this part of the opening statement.The VVC was afraid
that the public would vote for Church if he was measured
against an opponent in the general election.Instead of65
fighting over the issues in the general election, they
opted for a surprise attack where no alternatives were
necessary.Thus, the prevailing concern was not with the
final votes of Church's term, but with the chances of
beating Church if the Republicans had to put up an
opponent in the general election.This shows that the VVC
was trying to oust Church by indirect means rather than
stating the true reasons for the recall campaign.Whereas
the VVC may have felt they were doing what was best for
the public, they were not being honest in the process.
This information also violated a sense of political fair
play that decreased the moral character of the VVC, since
the VVC was attempting to avoid a general election and the
consequences of a race between two individuals.
Church's stance on the Vietnam War was finally
brought up in the middle section of the statement.Mileck
referred to the Vietnam issue as a political tool.Mileck
admitted the Vietnam issue was being used as a front to
oust Church.Mileck explained that Vietnam was currently
Church's "greatest liability."Mileck reasoned that since
President Johnson was up for re-election in 1968, Johnson
would end the war in Vietnam by the election so that it
would not be a political liability."Almost to a man,
people that I have discussed this with are convinced that
President Johnson will not allow the Vietnam crisis to be
the liability next year that it is now...Should the
President be successful in terminating the war in66
Vietnam,...the war will cease to be an issue and Senator
Church's surrenderism will be forgotten."Mileck felt the
President had the power to end the war at will, so the
influence of Senator Church on the war was moot.The true
mission behind The Committee for Victory in Vietnam was
not really victory in Vietnam while the issue could still
be exploited as a liability.This section revealed the
real role of the Vietnam War in the recall campaign.This
political maneuvering did not add to the moral character
of the VVC, even though Mileck was finally being honest
about the VVC's intentions.Rather, the VVC exposed a
devious, calculating nature that might undermine the
feeling of goodwill Idahoans may have otherwise felt
toward the VVC when the primary goal of the campaign was
actually to stop the killing of American soldiers.
Next, Mileck assured the readers that he had no hope
for personal gain from the recall's outcome.Mileck
endeared himself in his opening statement to the pamphlet
audience in two ways.The first reference was to the
"great sacrifice on the part of my wife and myself" that
would be taken on by starting the recall.Mileck stated
that the "recriminations from politically motivated
politicians in both parties" would be a hardship for him.
An additional hardship brought about by the campaign was
the "time, efforts, and resources" he would donate to
"correct this travesty."Mileck appealed to the audience67
to take up the recall and donate of their time and money
to the cause.2
Finally, Mileck responded to questions he felt the
audience might pose about what he personally hoped to gain
by undertaking the recall campaign."Gene, what's in it
for you?...What office do you plan to run for?"Mileck's
answer was that he was out for no individual gain by
running for higher office.He humbled himself to the
audience when he said, "I fully realize that my
performance as dog catcher does not qualify me for Senator
Church's job."This was an appeal to strengthen Mileck's
character and appear well-intentioned toward the audience
since he was not going to profit directly from Church's
removal from office. Yet, it backfired by highlighting
Mileck's lack of political expertise to be leading a
recall of a United States Senator.
While Mileck's lack of personal gain may have been
true, the other members of the VVC were not available for
appraisal since their names were initially secret.The
secret nature of the organization did not lend itself
credibility.The audience needed to know the personal
motivations of the individuals involved in the VVC in
order to make an informed judgment about the amount of
personal gain they would each receive from a recall of
Senator Church.3Clearly, the VVC had not proven to the
audience that their intentions were for the best interests
of the audience.Instead, the audience was left with an68
unclear sense of the VVC's motivation for the recall
campaign.
References to Free Speech
The VVC made free speech an issue in the campaign by
printing an article that referred to Vietnam War dissent
as treason and an article that accused Church of denying
others the right to speak freely.An article titled
"Westmoreland's Return Assailed" explained that Senator
Fulbright felt the administration was trying to "link
dissent with treason."4In the article, General
Westmoreland said, "war critics in the United States are
encouraging the Communists to think they can 'win
politically.'"Westmoreland also said that American
soldiers in Vietnam were upset by "unpatriotic acts here
at home."Both of these statements implied that Church
was a hindrance to victory in Vietnam and that he had a
negative effect on the morale of American troops in
Vietnam. Although this article did not mention Church
directly, it was linked with a smaller article titled
"Escalation of War No Solution."A headshot of Church
with the caption "Don't Bomb--Negotiate" is on the
opposite side of the larger article.In the short
article, Church said that "continued escalation of the war
in Vietnam will not solve the conflict there."The two
articles appear to be linked together so that although
Church was not specifically referred to in the larger69
article that criticized dissenters, he appeared to be
singled out by the media as a critic.
This type of creative editing of articles and layout
was a form of deception.The articles and photos were
clipped and placed out of context for the desired effect
of linking Church with an article calling dissenters
treasonous, rather than for accuracy.In addition, the
sources for the articles were not given.Without this
information, an analysis of source bias or accuracy of
information was not possible.This section was misleading
and decreased the VVC's credibility because of the
unsupported accusations.
A reprinted article from the March 1964 issue of
Defenders Magazine also discussed the issue of free
speech.5The article by G.H. Montgomery attacked a letter
written by Frank Church to an Idaho radio station as "one
of the most insidious pieces of pressure propaganda
directed at the exercise of free speech in this country
that the Editor has ever read."The editor further
demeaned Church's letter as an "attack on every patriotic
voice lifted in behalf of pure Americanism in the United
States."Montgomery assured the audience that he was very
impartial in his defense of the "patriotic broadcasters"
that Church maligned in his letter.
A copy of Church's letter, printed on United States
Senate letterhead, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, and a copy of the reply from the Christian70
Broadcasting Company accompanied the article.6In one
section of his letter, Church referred to the Rev.
McIntire, the Manion Forums, Lifeline, and Dan Smoot, all
conservative radio programs, as being hateful.Church
wanted the broadcaster to read a Drew Pearson column that
explored the "Rev. McIntire radio maledictions."7Church
made a link between the programs and the assassination of
President Kennedy by saying that "the public...might well
be growing weary of the kind of diatribe that this
program, and such others...presents."8Montgomery and
Davies both felt Church had gone to far in his accusations
by insinuating that the conservative radio programs were
responsible for Kennedy's assassination.They both
correct him on this point, "Senator Church knows, if he
knows anything at all of the case, that President Kennedy
was killed by an extreme leftist. "9
The VVC attempted to link the cause of the VVC with
that which was positive, the protection of free speech and
the opposition; Church, with that which was negative, the
suppression of the free press by government control.The
article was initially published in an extremist
conservative magazine, thus the viewpoints would have been
very similar to those represented in the radio programs
Church felt were hateful.Despite the editorial's attempt
to appear unbiased, the magazine would be analyzed in
accordance with its reputation and the reference to the
"patriotic broadcasters."In the attempt to show the evil71
of Church abusing power, the VVC also exposed the
Defenders Magazine editor doing the same thing.Church's
letter asking the radio broadcaster to rethink the airing
of programs that were hateful was less harmful than the
outright attack of the editorial response in Defenders
Magazine that the VVC heralded as their viewpoint. The
editorial accused Church of subverting freedom of the
press, of speech, of religion, and from fear through one
suggestion.The hysteria referred to by Church in his
letter was evident in Montgomery's editorial.
Communist Conspiracy
The pamphlet attempted to link Church with a
Communist conspiracy in three ways:through Church's
membership on the Council on Foreign Relations; his vote
for the Soviet Consular Treaty; and his votes on other
bills that related to Communism.The Council on Foreign
Relations was maligned in a grouping of articles pulled
together under one headline, "Council on Foreign Relations
Declared Subversive. "10Three small, connecting articles
announced that Church had been elected to the Council on
Foreign Relations, related an American Legion resolution
declaring the Council subversive, and demonstrated
Church's devious nature by showing he was only out for his
own good when he opposed legislation that would take away
a citizen's right to bear arms.72
The first article, "Church Elected Foreign Relations
Member," explained that the Council on Foreign Affairs was
"called the outstanding private organization devoted to
the study of American foreign relations."The article
said that the group was nonpartisan with members from many
different professions.The article appeared objective and
evencongratulatory to Church for his new position.The
article had a dateline comparable to one found in a
newspaper, "Boise, Idaho, Sunday Morning, Nov. 24, 1963",
but no citation for the source of the newspaper.11
This article took on new meaning when read in
combination with the headline that called the Council on
Foreign Relations subversive and the second block of text
that attempted to support this claim.This text was
outlined in red ink and written in a resolution format
with four "whereas" clauses followed by a "therefore, be
it resolved" statement, rather than news article style
like the other items on the page.The resolution was
adopted by the Department of California American Legion on
July 1, 1962.The allegations appeared to offer support
for calling the Council on Foreign Relations subversive,
but in close examination it failed to do so.One of the
clauses that gave the appearance of support said,
"Whereas, the Council on Foreign Relations has been
exposed by extensive research and much testimony as being
actively engaged in destroying the Constitution and
sovereignty of the United States of America...."The73
"extensive research and testimony" were never detailed;
therefore, the audience knew nothing more about the
charges than before.
The next clause linked the Council with the goal of
disarming the military of the United States "unilaterally
and bilaterally."The Council also wanted individuals in
the United States to "be disarmed to make enemy conquest
easier."These statements did not provide evidence to
support the accusation made against the Council and Frank
Church, as a member of the Council.Instead, they were
more similar to statements made by the radical right
members of the John Birch Society.12The last statement
was another assertion that supported the VVC's charge that
Church supported federal gun regulations, despite Church's
recent petition drive against federally imposed
regulations on guns.This new charge had a more
treasonous ring to it, since the Council on Foreign
Relations was supposedly aiding a Communist takeover.
There was no evidence provided to support these claims or
the decision to call the Council on Foreign Relations
subversive, thus suggesting that the VVC lacked the
knowledge to support the accusations.
The third article of the grouping, connected to the
resolution with a smaller box, was titled, "Church and The
Right to Bear Arms."This article stated that Church was
merely sending around a petition to garner "'opposition'
to the Dodd Gun Control Act" in order to make himself look74
good to his constituents.The article stated that Church
was trying to "cloud the issue of his voting record for
the past four years" by appealing to the voters' emotions.
The article did not state specific bills Church votedon
that would show opposition to an American citizen's right
to bear arms during the previous four years.Instead, the
supporting paragraph begged the question by referring to
Church's support of the Soviet Consular Treaty.The
author stated that Church "voted against every serviceman
in Viet Nam and for the right of the Russians to supply
arms to kill and wound American boys."
Another message of this article was that Church was
helping to kill U.S. soldiers by not allowing them to have
the proper weapons and military aid.Again, there was no
support given for this claim.It did not mention that
Church supported giving military aid to South Vietnam to
help counter the threats from Communist North Vietnam, but
he opposed U.S. soldiers engaging in combat.13Church
never voted against military appropriations for American
soldiers in Vietnam.14Because Church opposed United
States combat troops being directly involved in the war,
he was attempting to stop the killing of U.S. servicemen
even more than the VVC who would continue the war until
the U.S. was victorious.Church wanted to change the
Vietnam policy in Washington without undercutting the
American soldiers who were involved in combat operations
due to the policies made by the politicians.1575
The author clouded the issue of Church's position on
the right to bear arms and his support of troops rather
than enlightening the public as was proposed.A chance to
offer a clear view to the Idaho voters of Church's voting
record on the right to bear arms and military support of
troops in Southeast Asia was passed up here.Even on the
final page when 17 bills from 1961 1965 were discussed
with how Church voted on each, there was not one reference
to a bill that showed Church to be against a citizen's or
soldier's right to bear arms.This article provided
another example of the ambiguous argumentation style used
by the Committee for Victory in Vietnam and further
demonstrated the VVC's lack of knowledge.
Church's vote in favor of the Soviet Consular Treaty
was another way for the VVC to link the Senator to a
Communist conspiracy.The Soviet Consular Treaty was
emphasized in the pamphlet with almost half of the space
devoted to the issue.A "comic book style" depiction
titled, "The Communists Next Door" chronicled the reason
for closing Soviet consulates in 1948 and why the Soviet
Consular Treaty should not have been justified.16In the
cartoon, a Senate aide informed a United States Senator on
the issue.The aide was the voice of reason and
objectivity.Though the source of the cartoon was not
listed, a small advertisement for the "Liberty Letter" in
the middle of the cartoon might identify the source as the
Liberty Lobby.1776
This section was an attempt to scare the audience
into thinking the U.S would be overrun by communists since
Church had voted for the Soviet Consular Treaty.This
treaty was agreed to by the State Department in order to
improve relations between the two nations and provide
support for Americans traveling in the Soviet Union.The
arguments for the treaty were not seriously dealt with in
this scenario that depicted the Soviets as evil spies
wanting nothing more than to overrun the U.S. government.
A second attempt to show the ills of the Soviet
Consular Treaty was from the Congressional Record, Monday,
February 27, 1967.It consisted primarily of a statement
by W.B. Hicks of the Liberty Lobby who argued against
ratification of the Treaty. Two issues were central to the
arguments against the Treaty.First, it would allow
additional Soviet spies into the United States.Hicks
argued that new consulates would make it easier for the
Soviets to infiltrate American society and take out secret
documents through envoy proceedings. The argument failed
to note that 452 Soviet officials already had diplomatic
immunity in the United States in 1967.18In addition, the
establishment of new consulates was not immediate or
mandatory to the treaty signing.Provisions for
establishing new consulates at a later date were provided
for with the approval of both countries.19Second, the
Soviets would have an increased ability to harm
individuals who had escaped from the USSR, possibly even77
kidnapping them in order to get them back to the USSR.
Hicks argued that since the treaty only helped the
communists, supporters were surely trying to aid the
communists.At a time of war against communists in
Southeast Asia, this was almost treason.There was no
distinction made about the several different types of
communism practiced by countries like the Soviet Union and
China who were not friendly to one another.These attacks
on the Soviet Consular Treaty were grounded in the
politics of fear and hatred.The right-wing did not want
to get to know the opposition through increased diplomatic
ties.They preferred to turn away communism through
military might.
Seven of the 17 bills under the heading "How Senator
Frank Church Has Voted On A Few Key Bills In The Last Five
Years" attempted to link Church with a communist
conspiracy.20Each bill was listed with a brief
description and an indication of how Church had voted on
the bill. Two bills referred to disarmament as a communist
plot.The first was in 1961 when the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency was set up to "make detailed plans and
recommendations for the progressive dismantling of our
national defense."The second disarmament bill in 1965
would have taken money away from this agency, yet it
passed 50-38 along with Church's vote.Each description
stated the belief that Church was attempting to disarm the
United States.The forum the VVC provided for explanation78
of this issue was not sufficient to discuss the reasons
why Church felt it was necessary to reduce the number of
arms in the United States.Instead, the previous
discussion of disarmament in the recall pamphlet labeled
those for disarmament as intentionally trying to weaken
U.S. forces so that Communists could take over.21In
addition, disarmament was linked with U.S. losses in the
Vietnam war because the program was taking away force from
the troops in Vietnam.Church's vote to support
disarmament was called "foolish if not treasonous" by the
VVC.
Three bills dealt with foreign aid to Communist
countries.These countries, including Russia, Poland and
Yugoslavia, were grouped together as undeserving of any
United States help because of their communist governments.
The VVC felt the bills should have been denied because
communists were killing U.S. servicemen in Vietnam.
Church's support for these bills was proof of his attempt
to aid the Communists in a takeover of the United States.
Similarly, a United Nations bond purchase in 1962was
opposed because it would sponsor an attack on Katanga.
There was no other information given about the type of
attack or why Katanga was singled out, except to say that
Katanga was not Communist.The VVC felt that since
Katanga was not Communist, it surely did not deserve to be
attacked by the United Nations regardless of the reasons
given for the attack.The VVC felt that any country that79
was Communist was bad, and that, conversely any country
that was not Communist must be good.
Finally, a test ban treaty was opposed because the
administration gave in to the Soviets' demand not to have
open on-site inspections.The VVC felt this decision
"supported an infamous plot to leave America far behind in
nuclear weapons technology."The VVC skirted the issues
relevant to the test ban treaty by calling it a Communist
conspiracy to undermine advancement in technology.This
decision was not related to the advancement of nuclear
weapons technology for the United States or the Soviet
Union since neither side would be opening up sites for
inspection.
Rather than aid in the audience memory of the issues
through alliteration, the repetitive ending for the
summary for Church's involvement with each bill
constituted the bulk of the argument given.In this case,
any link with Communism was used to show that Church was
trying to subvert the United States and ready the country
for a Communist takeover.In addition, the VVC suggested
that all Communists were alike, whether Chinese, Russian,
or Yugoslavian.The VVC did not recognize that the
Soviets had as much to lose from the Chinese Communists
controlling all of Vietnam and Southeast Asia did as the
United States.22The style was mechanical and
thoughtless, rather than thought provoking.It showed the
VVC's lack of knowledge about the subject and the contempt80
with which the VVC must hold the audience if these
arguments were felt to be sufficient to recall a United
States senator.
The VVC failed to build credibility through the
recall pamphlet in each of the three Neo-Aristotilean
aspects of credibility: moral character, knowledge, and
intentions toward the audience.Despite the attempt to
appear knowledgeable about the subject, the VVC's pamphlet
contained a lack of evidence, incomplete reasoning, and
inconsistencies.The burden was on the VVC to prove that
a drastic measure like a recall was necessary to oust
Church immediately.Yet, the Soviet Consular Treaty,
voted on by the majority of the Senate and approved by the
State Department, was the only recent example given.The
lack of recent evidence to prove such a strong claim hurt
the VVC's credibility because the examples did not show
that Church had recently created havoc.The incomplete
reasoning and lack of evidence contributed to the VVC's
failure to build credibility in the other twoareas as
well.
The VVC did not succeed in building credibility by
persuading the audience of their moral character.The
analysis suggests the audience felt that the VVCwas
fearful, dishonest, unfair, and manipulative.Finally,
the VVC did not appear well-intentioned toward the
audience.Instead, the self-serving nature of the recall
campaign came through as the political motivations and81
concerns circumvented any community interests that were
initially espoused by the VVC.Once uncovered, these
attempts to build credibility left bare the aspects of
manichean rhetoric that were dangerous to free society.82
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CHAPTER FOUR
Manichean Style
The credibility analysis illuminates the underlying
traits and motives of the VVC that did not go unnoticed by
the journalists of the day.While Church gained in
popularity through support by the generally anti-Church
media, the pamphlet fueled the media's attack on the VVC
and the recall campaign when the media saw through the
VVC's feeble attempt to build credibility for the recall
campaign.The nature of the VVC exposed by the
credibility study is consistent with the definition of
manichean style with individuals interested primarily in
personal gain, arguments that deceived more than
enlightened, and policies that subverted the community.
The Victory in Vietnam Committee's character, techniques,
and motives can now be defined in terms of the manichean
style.
The VVC was driven by individual self-interest
despite references in the pamphlet to the lack of personal
gain from the outcome of the recall campaign.The self-
interest was apparent in the VVC through self-martyrdom
and an over-inflated sense of self worth.Mileck revealed
self-martyrdom, for example, when he answered questions
about what he would get out of the campaign.He merely
stated that he would get nothing but trouble and hardship
from his role in the campaign so that the audience would85
pity him.Though Mileck tried to cover his self-interest
in the pamphlet with direct appeals to the audience, he
exposed his true agenda with the vacillations and
contradictions of his arguments.He sought to oust Church
regardless of the Senator's position on the Vietnam war or
issues closer to home, such as gun control.
The over-inflated sense of self reflected an
extension of self-interest by individual members of the
VVC.The VVC felt they could comprehend what others in
Idaho and the nation could not see.The citizens of Idaho
had voted Church into office four and a half years earlier
in the 1962 general election and they would have the
opportunity soon to vote for him or someone else in the
1968 election.Yet, the VVC felt they had the knowledge
and expertise to recommend and succeed in the early
removal of Church from office even against the wishes of
the Idaho Republican party.The self-interest held by the
VVC became the very foundation for the ills conveyed by
the manichean rhetoric of the VVC which included faulty
reasoning, the rhetor's paranoid vision of the world, the
mistrust of reasoned debate, and the stifling of free
speech.
Self-interest led to faulty reasoning on the part of
the VVC.The ability to clearly reason was lost in the
process of narrowing issues into stock phrases that denied
intellect or analysis on the part of the audience.The
constant assertion that Church was attempting to subvert86
the United States government through the support of a
communist takeover exemplified this faulty reasoning,
which appeared throughout the pamphlet arguments.
The VVC purportedly gave several reasons, with eight
pages of evidence, to support the claim that Church needed
to be recalled, but this was not the case.The evidence
did not hold up under close scrutiny.The extensive
evidence promised in the pamphlet never materialized.
Claims were listed as general assumptions, rather than
assertions in need of support.As a result, the evidence
was joined with incomplete analysis that led to faulty
reasoning.
The factor of recency was key to the downfall of the
VVC's arguments since the committee set the criteria for
the immediacy of recalling Church, then defaulted through
lack of their own recent evidence.The false sense of
urgency to oust Church clouded the VVC's judgment.The
VVC did not reason through the potential outcome of their
actions.The VVC would have made more progress if they
had simply quit the recall after the immediate negative
reaction.The decision-making process was also subverted
by the skewed vision of the manichean rhetor in which all
decisions lie.
Through the VVC's paranoid vision, Church was charged
with two conspiracies:aiding in the killing of American
soldiers and the overthrow of the United States government
by communists.According to the VVC, Church, the "all-87
powerful enemy," was considered able to effect change in
great and monstrous ways.Despite this great power,
though,the VVC felt Church could be thrown out of office
if the people of Idaho would only respond to the recall
campaign.
The VVC tried to damage Church's popularity by
exploiting audience fears and resentments with regard to
his two alleged conspiracies.The VVC capitalized on the
fears of Idahoans with respect to the mounting numbers of
dead American soldiers in Vietnam.The VVC linked Church
with the deaths of United States soldiers in Vietnam
because he did not fully support the Vietnam war.The VVC
said that Church voted against measures that would provide
additional support to troops in Vietnam and that Church
provided aid and comfort to the very enemy that was
responsible for American deaths through the Soviet
Consular Treaty.The resentment of the American public
toward the idea of dead United States soldiers was strong;
therefore, this ploy was important to the VVC.
The other major fear exploited by the VVC involved
the notion of a communist conspiracy.Along with the
spread of communism in Asia, the Soviets were moving
aggressively in other parts of the world.By linking
Church to the communist conspiracy, the VVC attempted to
associate Church with that which the audience feared.
The VVC also embodied the manichean rhetoric style by
opposing reasoned debate with a lack of sound arguments.88
Opposition to reasoned debate was inherent in the recall
process, since it went outside the conventional election
process for a United Statessenator.1In addition, the
rules of reasoned debate were further violated because of
the VVC's refusal to offer alternatives for change.With
the pamphlet, the VVC virtually expressed that it was much
easier to run a negative recall campaign against Church
than to offer an alternative candidate in the 1968 general
election.
By recalling Church, the VVC hoped to stifle Church's
dissent on the Vietnam War and liberal policies.At issue
in the recall was the question of the role of a legislator
in a representative form of government.To recall a
senator for voicing his or her views is to make a mockery
of the United States' system of government as the
congressional newspaper, Roll Call explains:
It was Edmund Burke who noted that in making a
decision such a statesman must take into
consideration not only the views of the current
majority, but the views of all those who have come
before and all those who are yet to come.To do
otherwise would be to enshrine not either democracy
or freedom, but the rule of the mob and the passions
of the moment.2
A large portion of what a legislator does is speak in
Congress and argue ideas in committees and on the floor.
One editorial condemned the recall while supporting
Church's right to dissent, saying, "What fault can be
found with reasoning, questioning, even dissenting, if
through it a better way can be found?"3These acts were89
not only protected speech under the First Amendment, but
part of Church's job as an elected representative of the
people of Idaho.
The Committee on Political Education felt the recall
was merely an attempt by the Victory in Vietnam Committee
to muzzle Church for his views on Vietnam and U.S.-Soviet
relations.4"The recall movement against Senator Church
is really an effort to smear, harass and silence him."5
The C.O.P.E. Report warned that if the Committee were
successful it could lead to further silencing of Senators
for their views on "civil rights, civil liberties or
almost anything the right wing opposes."6
Human Nature and Political Campaigns
In addition to the recall campaign, this thesis
points to a larger problem in political campaigns.The
traits of manichean rhetoric highlighted in the speech of
the VVC characterize much of the reality of everyday
politics.This form of negative advertising in political
campaigns represents what should be viewed as a symptom of
a deeper problem in American politics. Rather than build
programs that require analysis and enlightened views,
these propagandists rely on audience fears and resentments
to tear away at the opposition until a candidate wins by
default.The Victory in Vietnam Committee's manichean
rhetoric cannot be dismissed merely as an anomaly because
the group was on the fringe of politics.The difference90
in these tactics, which have infected American politics,
is in degree, not kind.Like an infection, once the
manichean rhetoric style is exposed, it can be contained.
The problem will lessen when politicians, the news media,
and the public become aware of the abuse of political
speech and the harm that it has on society.Only then
will the real ills of society be the focus of campaigns,
rather than the supposed ills of individuals or the
extreme fabrications of a minority faction.
Conclusion
The recall campaign ended with Church's forces
jumping into the trenches for a hard battle in the 1968
campaign.With an increase in support due to backlash
from the recall campaign, Church enjoyed an overwhelming
victory in the November election. Ironically, the Senator,
who was accused of being out of step with the people in
Idaho, found that it was his opponents, the Victory in
Vietnam Committee, who were truly out of step with
Idahoans.The VVC did not understand the probability that
the media of Idaho would use their accusations to examine
the reasoning and motivation of the VVC.
The VVC embodied the manichean rhetoric paradigm
through individual traits, methods, and goals. These
features were uncovered through the credibility analysis
of the recall pamphlet.The surface goal of the Victory
in Vietnam Committee was to help U.S. troops and U.S.91
citizens who were being victimized by Church's votes in
the Senate.Yet, the Vietnam issue was merely a political
tool to stir up resentment in order to recall Church or
hurt his chances in the 1968 re-election campaign.The
Committee failed to do this because their claims did not
stand up to close scrutiny afforded by the media and
politicians in Idaho.Instead of hurting Church, this
event mobilized Idaho behind a politician previously
thought to be close to demise.
The reasons for the recall were not limited to a few
measures related to the Vietnam War.Rather they centered
on a Senator's right to speak his or her mind once elected
by the citizens of any state.The Committee was
attempting not only to reprimand Senator Church, but to
silence him as a political force.By trying to recall
Church for expressing his political views the Victory in
Vietnam Committee, performed the ultimate act of manichean
rhetoric, the suppression of genuine speech.Church's
Republican colleague, Idaho Senator Len B. Jordan summed
up the methods and intentions of the Victory in Vietnam
Committee:
Debate of the issues on their merits is essential
to a free society.I deplore criticisms and acts
which are irresponsible as much as I deplore attqmpts
to equate responsible criticism with disloyalty.'92
Implications for Further Research
Several lines of inquiry evolve from this study.
Church's role in the recall campaign needs to be further
examined including the effect of his image and rhetoric on
the outcome.Questions about the recall attempt are
brought to the forefront.Did the attempted recall pull
the Idaho Democratic Party out of a slump?What role did
the recall campaign have on future elections of
conservatives in Idaho?Is the recall of a United States
Senator unconstitutional?What impact did this well
publicized recall attempt have on future recall attempts
in the United States?
Each of these questions would lend itself to a
challenging and enlightening study.My initial
fascination with Senator Church's Vietnam War stance in
the conservative state of Idaho led to the ill-fated
recall campaign and the Victory in Vietnam Committee.The
end product is a character study of a group of individuals
who banded together under the guise of the Victory in
Vietnam Committee to oust a liberal Senator.Further
research into the issues listed above will help to
increase our understanding of rhetoric, politics, and
human nature.
Afterword
This extraordinary event in Idaho politics marked the
beginning and the end for several individuals involved in93
the recall.The paid political promoter from California,
Ronald Rankin, stayed on in Idaho and is still on the
fringes of politics today.Rankin is currently involved
in an initiative drive in Idaho to cut back income taxes.8
In one of the biggest ironies of the recall campaign, the
Victory in Vietnam Committee Chairman, Gene Mileck voted
for Church in the 1968 general election and then dropped
out of Idaho politics.9Frank Church gained notoriety in
the Senate after the Vietnam War ended for his work on
limiting presidential war powers, uncovering the secrecy
of the CIA, and passing environmental legislation.Church
was defeated in the 1980 Senate election that swept in
many Republicans with Ronald Reagan.The 1980 election
was marked by $339,018 spent against Church by political
action committees such as the Anyone But Church
Committee.1094
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WHY RECALL FRANK CHURCH
!II
Vt A ItNING
it is afelony for
anyone tosign anyrecallpetition
with anynameother thanhis own.
or toknowingly
sign hisnamemorethan oncefor the
measure, or
to a Ignsuch apetition
when heis not alegal voter.
RECALLPETITION
To theHonorable
PeteCennrl usa.secretary
of Stria.!fir thestate ofIdaho;
We, theundersigned
citizens
and legal
voters of
the Stateof Idaho,respectfully
de-
mand thatFRANKCHURCH,
holding the
office ofUnitedStalessenator,
be recalled
b}
the people
for thefollowing
reasons,to-wit:
Senator
Church
hasconsistently
opposedmilitary
measures
whichwould
help win
the w -arin V setMani and
save thelives ofhundreds
ofAmericans
dying in
lief. hameach
week thewarcontinues.
AtatimewhenAmericans
arebeingkilledin VietNliti byliussian
bulletsfiredfromItusalan
guns,Senator
Church,contrary
to thebest
interests
of thecitirens
of Idaho,
hassupported
the soviet
Consular
Treatythereby
giving aidandcomfort to
the Soviet
Union.
That a
special c;retinatherefore
be called:
that we,
each for
himself Say:
1 am alegal
voterof theState of
Idaho; ii.:,residence
and postofficeaddressarecorrectly
written
after myname.
N A M E
I t E S II ) E N CE
P 0 `,-: T0 F I' IC I.
(If In itcity,
street andnumber)
1.
2.
a.
4.
5.
6.
-----
10,
12
Published by The Committee her V
Gene G. Aleilck, Chairman. P0,Lo 3E
t N
,
ictory in Viefirn,
Na. Marles, Idaho104
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Why Senator Frank Church Should BeRecalled
Reading the 111'WIllaptIN Meer
.11 fewftunit!,,,Ihave °atone
tocreastif;iy 4,1, ofarafter
attemptof ;tactof
Serola thou elf to ad msi his pub-
itc trna$e111..e loin lu
I, In :WA, dll Ids Con,11filefila
.n Water.
This Is a rather tianspareni
device, used by many iolltICtans
;list alums they are faced with
re-election.They ruts as they
soar, for yearn without CO.fletro
orthedesires oithe voters
itbla their constituency then
'hey seem to unargercomplete
meamorpfloos or revrsal unlit
after re-eiection. They (hen re-
vert to lot m with unmanly for
several more year,
Senator Church, seemingly
oblivious 10the cuattivat a*
post are of the State of
Idaho, los coalsienity voted a-
gainst the flea agency of Inc in-
tfielattalforgreeter sublet-
vanc to international ottani.,
,i0oa,and 1,11rivrafingIlia
upbeat It,01governmentatalt
Iti. how with election. corn
ing If oast lilt the .11.1410r If
atiging the Mate shill announce-
mews ofIllsoteroaliion to gun
control laws.Knoing that this
Slate los at least one hunter to
*eery bousarhoul, line propaganda
effort Is designed to attract the
euppOrl of bunter! who, bOrn-
fellt,0111 nol notice (ta other
posliiOns lb* Senator hal taken.
lx abort. Senator Church is not
Ittune Olin the thinking In the
Slate ol ktaho,
to my travels around the
Stale sampling public opinion as
regardsrecall action, many
friends hay asked ma:Why a
recall'. . .Won'tthis help
Church if11fall,'"Afar all,
Ina election Is 1151e more than a
year away Antiwit "it Voice Out
adectIons Mtn." To trieques-
tic*. 1have inferred,Many
critical issues watch greatly af-
festthe lulu" of America Are
deaded by one or two votes Ill
the Senate.lot Instance, the
Consular Treaty, tiring alt and
comfort to the SOYIel Union, was
ratified by a Mrs Margin of !hr.
votes.,II Senator Church Is not
SEN. VIIANK CHURCH
Don I tionfb
By Gene Mileck
.01,111,IL1,1,1,11111v
idlItpn,sp rl.h
codifort14,
little endsthi1.,,
Republican I.'1 ill 1111010.
sue as IlleeletliOnsnt, ear woi
I11.01.Itai whether
or Ind Senator Cherch reflects
the thinktot 01 the seters of
State.;tits do> not C011turn the
adtillnistrtia.InWashington,
1.).C., the Lietnescrai Nat10001bal-
I, or the atepobliCan !'arty. 11Is
an Itaue between Ow people of
IdahoandaleoftheirU.S.
Senator:.
OnoofSenator Church's
greatestItublllura today is Ills
doveiike stance as tlietriaM, Al-
mostto amot, people thatI
have Maros...at thus ,..flhaf e Con-
vincedthat Johnson
0111 not allo Ole Viefil.1111 frit,
10 Oa Ihe Ilahtlllt ne.l y0.11. 11111
11Is nos oral year *nett
th President hasto stand for
re.lectIon,
Ysn1111 the Its tut -
valet In lern11lla114 iio oat In
uudnrilnutId I fa
t_Ihnofrust akgressor s loto
n,1.01.11, 5 should have twenflude
,.,rs ago, or Ildonet, ast-
I11-1:1.1,In /sore.,I au>, Cam,
Cl tV al, the war cease to
ifsan issue and Senator C,Ifurcirs
su renderisni x111 Iry fortuity..
It tales Only 26,004) atartatures
oo petitions fur recall 10 WIC,
as fraction In Idaho.lf Inn ,-
Owleod amount of Signalerea are
aerpured, the Secretary of Slate
ertilCallarecallelection,at
attich Itine lb* people di the Slate
willsayeither F rake Church
represents us or Feast Church
does notrepresent es.If the
latterprevailsandSenator
Coarnh is recalled, the Governor
Iti appoint a auccssor to fill
theremainder of the Senator's
term. This action will tea lanes-
stateillyflurried 1,0041111g of
acandidate by the Republican
Party,asno Oionlion III be
he,until1968aneiifIas-
sw6tect that the itnetbitcaus VIII
ha segovt raoU 1,1.11.
hofIrh A:to
(0.1, ts,tttl t'tt-t
,rclidun.diul,.. frothpultIlL.,,
oudivaled I,allllc1a11.1u11eihe.11-
Ilrsin, exid d,,t
sock an mocrtAtitig Slit ionufi
Veal Sac nnrc.,tai the1 411 ,
Iny alb .1171,l'Ir,I 0111110111,
good Conscience 11100 Ille auf1.1,
the nation or even our neighish -
mg slates to 10111111lIP to attest
thatthe Aiello!, and the potflic
utterances01t...en.dOrChurch
truly retirsent the views of 1110
people of itte Stale of Idaho .
hot without at Masi trying lo cut -
red this shameful Illusion.
I am Concerned to the point
ofbeing willingto glue or my
Wine,efforts and resourceo Is
correct this travesty; hot this Is
afob 11151 Cannot tie done be one
ora It,:were, 111tiltsen-
dcavwillrequirethete,fe
efforts ofall Muse who shire
thesante condo. IcrIII.1e11-
ward surge in our goyernmefit
We need and would attureg tate
1,,,511 111411,It, I' I.11,11,
1,1:1111 11,1 1.1,111.1.1
,
111.
oil.,Out-A.1111,1ru,Ilrfill
COO., It mind and 111/1.11, .
'anal',. In11furfo,.
M1ta1officetin yon I,11I.u1,111
.To this my Araer is,
I an. aryl vet r Itg111(11
my aS J II edrsialan In A small
Imendly condllionfi, .1.0though
Icurl entls hold the 1141)office
ofattic catcher di St. Slaws,I
do not abt,Irt to Mnet office.I
reaille nit perforluanCt.
as dog catcher does 11,11 quad)
me for 9 VIL1101 Clod cl,', fur:,
Inc od.ur 11,01, and all, ,1411i1,1
stf..,etIds ',sod,IAlo cco-
vioced thatran. Church',
I ortnard one eeindonlls
cfnaolo, idd for th,nd, a> Jul:
catch,.
SENATE Va.,SPEAK OUT
Westmoreland's Return
Assailed
WASHINGTON (AP) Sen.
Me critics challenged Tuesday
the course of American palter
in Vietnam and the home.front
mission oflienW1illamC
Westmoreland Then retard the
spectre of a conflict widening
InIn want war
henJ W PWnrlCM 1)Ark
said the drnintsiration Is try.
togtostepupthe Vietnam
war and Inlinkdissent with
treason
And Urn Stephen M Young,
DOhin.saidWestmoreland
was summoned home from his
postas1J Scommanderin
Vietnam -to lobe, for further
escalation of the war "
Voihright. chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Com.
mttteesaidVrtirtinrelend's
trtlicismIllAmericana who
newest again.1 Ihe wrpart
of an effortto shut up" dis.
.enter,
-ThiscriticismofAmami
will thenleanIncharges of
dteloYaliv and then in muddle
heildedness and then in Ire.
eon.- Fulbrtchitold the Sen
ale
"They'recomingpretty
closetothat, saidSee
George S klectot ern $
Foihrtcht.air, he feltfirst
moreland 0 return marked the
Marl ofIOtt, eforas111 1r1
Creased I,mantionet
Vtetnatu
"Treteisn'ttheslightest
doubt thatallthe pressure
on now that tinsar going
on In a nuillati ton}J.
hrtehl 11111I
aald that..mild lead in
World War III
innRobert V hennedy.
N Y old the Cnmmunists will
In ,Minter new American
war moveslike the bambini:
of North Vietnamese ',amid.
As surely air we are stand,
tne herehe 'aid'the Soviet
t noniheChines* Commu-
nists and North Vietnam will
nee, to react to what we have
done by acting themmtives
"Itit en over. lion
In say n lainevitable that in
that part of the world we are
gout( into a third world war,"
he said. "Rut the factit that
we arecertainly moving to
ward a Urbana Situation and It
Is clear from events of the past
week that that la gout; to con
tutor
Areasmint meettat 01 Con.IIICO,Inn41111a.pert 5 de
gross Friday mandir.: an I,ndloail homt,
"ICI going to he a QUallInflnc m Virtont and a renewed
of putting ma.imum pressureotic,t for peace
nn iM enemy anywhere and"'The bl,lerinv nuldsrl soh, everywhere that we can," the t,, 1 Ihr war hawk, bane
Nes proved to hr wren r.alcIttle
ern aadl-NowIn their frill
tratinnthe hawks Are trying
to (dametiefalhire fIrntr
pr, lit,trt IldIr l'r 1111
"I do not blame (fenWest
ren,randforlosspeech
wnt ILer111/1.heIs011
111111N11donne 101111InIrina rn
and in New Volk e.orth n nal
he IntelIn do I,111,on!.
menderIn!hod f'res
IdrrlIhe ,enlor al
.111,1 hr a aa nnt ter
loreIle ,aid Preotant Jonn
sun Inas hat e con, around In
esimnreland'let.onthe
tiondiel of the war
0115. J. W VIll.RRIGHT
sees itrtve for Mere Men
Is es, morel end brief
he_restion al leador and It S
rrnot, attheit filleliaise
1101a1lieIli.,is due In td
51:N. ROBERT OCENNVIll'
Predicts Red Reactions
general told the annualillerl
int of The Associated Press in
New York Montis will
have to grand him down Esca la t I() ii
Westmorelandsun wvr
Mites tri the United Slates are et N ,
encouragingtheCommunt,ls,N
to think they can "win pnhll
caliv "Ile said Wool, In Olel
nam are "damaged, as I am,701111.1()I1
hiunpatriotic1.11herr
home o1,1finu o Ild
Wromnrelandspew hnri ...it111 L.11,1,, 111..ill it e
hedule fueled the horl ol de f II!e t
halo anlone fielonCral, nn Inc( 1,01,1. 111_1.trluo,
Srnalr floor day, 1 J111, e PIJ11.1.1,111`, Il
I think the general has MIN III the h Viet -
read the real reason for rests. pt It1to 11,,11fifool.
ant e n t ithe o t h e rs i d e s a i dt r o l l rtht).
At cony ernwhoopenedthe105
SPOTLIGHT ON FREEDOM
Senator Church Writes a Letter
The following article, written by the late G. H. Montgomery, Editor of The Defender Mag-
azine, to reprinted from the March 1964 Issue of Defender by permission of Defenders of
the Christian Faith, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri, publishers of the magazine.
On the following page Isphoto
copy ofhitter written by Senator
Trisha Church, of Idaho, to illation
XBGN. Caldwell. Idaho
withoughthetriterISon
United Spit. Senate Milerhead, It
weetil not ordinarily demand Mora
0.0 passing notice. But this la twit
os ordinary biller!if la one of IA.
mom lamation pieces 0/ Wrarr
proodisada shriveled at la. ,rnes
M free Speech la iftha coma", that
Ilata Bettor eon read.
The Miller bilaically titlarks the
melte program of bean bilar11011. 01
larvae; Carl McIntire of
th10fhCostar,Raformaltua
Marl; L.if LI. of Wultiltatom
J. C and (Mn Spend. 01
,shasia.110WVer. 11 H inbroader
Ors. tin attack on every pairtotte
voice lilted In atoll 01 pan Aro.
Wastiarn In the United 311410.
To clear the way Inc Importtal
viewpoint. ivy point outfruit we
err wow peortally me i any of
the rmin named on implied M the
floestor'elinter.IfDen &mom
wore to wale in whits this editorial
a being dictated 110 would have to
otreduce Olmall, 0010 IV da
tpid pertimlly knew the erten. The
Farts fact &WS. I. Dean Wanton,
Aral De. McIntire. We ham hoard
Lii./e GM on radio one lime We
ban listened to I. Manion to-
rum onfew othwwhna We have
hoard Dratrintirt onporbon
01 noof his broadcasts We Mawr
noon heard Den Sinwirs robe
Sothiseditorial notwrit,
terby binofthew.patriotic
broaikastersItIs ny...rm.-.
who ewe n111 1S1111 all ihe red Mood
In his win. the irevernartnftl of
the federal Government upon the
lion of Indivstuats and Ihe
able and Inbbo. Moe. 1.1 or,
being mad* by Washington Bureau-
crats and (heir 'tomes in Congress
10 gag km speech and thereby
bring about the 1.11 of AmIrrIlean
liberty.
When those dlabraleal nntroack,
meets Ant larceniesnoticeable In
the 111i0'a the row... Irh01l0
U. Rorre041 nu..ItI.h. 10.
lure In W110.11 ha around 1110 Anse,
waA putiOr ol Ina greet freedom*
vent,*town Or1.sunrialle0el
Anwricsn liberty Th sewer,
Ruer ,..r -.me st.ry pop.
tar during 101 erpar mew gur-
nlvw} nan /reed.. Of,o0OCI
I,wdoet of the 0.0. freatow of
robot., and /numbest from frar
Thai waswant 30 year. ago let
to me what has haDOrrhod In them
30 years
Prinsdoso or Our Pm. has ow'
rendered toMemos thing celled
managed newt'.
I ',ewe bilssnit
enra the Anvers of
hurVueran a Ions /. srnn
u
salenal CumnIonirikal C0Arn1A
shan end the 01110nal 1Alar Dela.
twins board
rebyft.ISdres0h1
111.S and rage her rime regal
nuOir torn to shied. byburmui
-aIK tyrsAny lowered In Wash.
leer 5 wonhIng
that /01 nor be rmwoustred by
very Merit' Penile in our generi
lash. Sara* re Ilse ender 1110 Con
1161 Ihn001. 1101 oily of univIrrsal
Oselnklo00 In alunIn
bast. aIm of the obrinved tom of
InMaanhlhe 1Ml A rrertrans have for
IRO wars learnedo rhertah
Now thisNiter from Senator
Fa... Church. A man who it
November al a body formed to repre-
ss.. the ArnerIcan people! Annan.
aer the nal. Onnetrat wpm who*
be woo awled to hut high afire In
lb. Untied Maim Moats'
Awing as Michel maw for the
rwaensi Communimstsons Conunie
Non, Senator Church debarts far
from the tine 01 truth by .implytng
Mal the /shameful astiamanatiolt 01
Ibislate Peklent Kenneay eras
Wired by men suchas Owes
oilmen be to attacking la hie Manor
bsloe Church know. N he knows
anything t all of Ito ca.111
Prissuarst Rens.. OA,. 0044
oft erne.. le/listThr (Mrot
men who enurnoteal Prencani Ns.
nasty anis erw. IIthe Yr,betel
eposed by lenum. Sewn, Mil,
tire and Life lane
And to suppon his inter of sup.
presses.Of h. speech. Senator
Chords peasantsdocun by
Wneilsiarat Columnist [now /Yr-
am? 0oof Mw Amen.'
we winemember ofthe
Church coratiluersey In IdahG them
are leer*iliaria *10thwm
would Ilk. Ion lh Sm.. Op tin-
ewer, &Ince we are 1111 iatneracen.
we shall ash the question anyway.
1.la thisletter,doe. aerator
Church mama for Ili hirea.11: ()
the 0141ed Mates Bonen.; or (c)
the Yedoral Communtizabone Corn.
mission!
I Woo this lellsr ,01 *Mo-
tions earretne the radio prevails.
ofMclottre.Manion, &neer and
Life Letter
3If es, who signed the Meters
that aro . to matte. In slat. der
than Idaho! tIllict4150111 11.
or, Or Chhansaarnah, alrIS 110117.
10 lb. 1.1004 111111 1)
4, And who paid the Ulla (ertint
morretarial. pomade)!
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And he Anal rnr,tfof,
o, IIIlairisI. /As
he P.evw, Looninkencainnis
.1.1.1.*
W0 h hope 01 'flung
haVrars. le Ina. Questions trim will
be in. troththe whole 1111h. V.
nothing but the truthBut there
I. another letter which iiv would
ilk for you to read. Iter you have
read Senator Church'. Thi letter,
iet Page II, wee written by Manna
Dana. sumac:, of Ina irtuils.:30
firoaskaanni Company. owners of
rialto 54.111en KGBN. At you read
Mr Dona inter you will probably
say as mr salt 'Thank God for one
man.. ofradio mmton that
has theorluctitude to answer
the implied direct...I 0/ the rev
oral Communications Commutsion
they should be nreeret YOU
fray mien to so indignant that you
will writ your oven Cungrmarnan
or Senator end *peek your mind
on the web, of turnout YOUR
Untied 01010* Arnal intomouth.
piece lotburaurranc dictator
shipAsmatter of limit II you
erawideawsk Arnerwah
sr* prwety Ohba I* esrairay
you ...U1 do.
Council on Foreign Relations Declared Subversive
noise, Idaho, Sunday Morning, Nov. 24,1963
Church Elected Foreign Relations Member
WASHINGTONSenator Frank Church
has been elected to the Council on Foreign
Relations.
The Council i called the outstanding
privateorganizationdevotedtothestudy
ofAmericanforeignrelations,Itsstudy
centerisin New York, andithas33 af-
filiated discussion groups around the nation.
It publishes a quarterly magazine, "For-
eign Affairs", books and pamphlets.
Membership is composed of Inclividul
from business,government, education and
varied professions.It is nonpartisan.
Church
And The Right To Bear Arm
WITH AN ARDENT HUNTER IN LUST ABOUT EVERY
HOUSEBOLD DI THE STATE OF IDAHO, SENATOR CHURCH
HAS INITIATED A PETITION ON IDS 011N BEAM/ SUP-
PORTING THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARIAS.St rPORT FOR HIS
'OPINION 13.2 THE DODD GUN CONTROL ACT.
TYPICAL OF MOOT DEMAGOGUES, THE SENATOR IS
APPEALING TO THE EMOTIONS OF THE ELECTORATE
TN ORDER TO CLOUD THE ISSUE OF HIS VOTING RECORD
FOR Till PAST FOUR TEARS,
A CLOSER LOOK. AT THE SENATOR'S POSTTION ON ARMS
WILL THROW,' A LITTLE LIGHT ON :kiln_ OF BLS LES,
APPEALING VOTES WITH RESPECT 10 :00.1S . FOR
INSTANCE, SENATOR CHURCH VOTED AGAI/0,1 THE MUNDT
RESERVATION ON THE CONSULAR Tilt), %OUCH wotrt
RATE Bill) UP ITS 11(FLEMENTATION FLOVIFTIn
TO NORTH VITT NAM CEASED. SENATOR C1tURCIITHEREHT
TOTED AGAINST EVERT SERVICEMAN IN VIET NAM AND
TOO THE WT OF THERUZIANS TO SUPPLY AR/AS TO
KILL JAR 114.130 AYEN/Gith ROTE
TIIE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION WAS ADOPT,
El) by THE ANIERICAN LEGION. DEPART
MEND OF CALIFORNIA IN REGULAR CON.
VFNT1ON ASSEMBLED IN FRESNO, CALL
FORMA JUNE 232932 JULY I. 1962
WHEREAS, the Council on Foreign Relations
has been exposed by extensive research and
much testimony as being actively engaged In
destroying the Constitution and sovereignty of UM
United States at America, and WHEREAS, the Council on Foreign Relations
Ms managed to force many of its member' into
positions of power in both politicai 11001171 and
WHEREAS, the power of these COUnr11 on For.
eign ReFilons members in the Coiled Slalel con-
stitutes an immediate and mayor danger to the
conttnued existencs of the Undid Stales of Amer.
Ica and of the freedom we have striyoyed, and
WHEREAS,AmericanLeglonnalrrsM00*
fought for our. cousin)', :406 hundreds of thot1h
ands of Arnerimins have died for liberty, 4141
thislibertyis being swiftly destroyed by
members and programs .oflibeCouncit on Foe4
eign Reiations, who, In the' name of One.Workl-
Ism and United Nationism, Is surrendenng our
country to the enemy;.proposing that our country
be disarmed unilaterally or bilaterally, that ail
individuals in the United States be disarmed to
make enemy conquest .esier, that our armed
forces be turned over to the Communitt commit.
((04
Now, THEREFORE. HE IT RESOLVED. that
The American Legion in National Convention as
mbled in Lai Vegas, Nevada, October 9th to
llth. 1963. strongly urges every patriotic Amer,
can to inform himself of the ways the Council
on Foreign Relations is shacking the sovereignty
of the United State. of America, and take all
possible action to save our country from des
briliCtSga at its handsPAGE4
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BUNTON ?PAWS CILICI 13, 191A
United litate Senate
Washington, I. C.
D., &mat.. Churcht
Demey Mylar
Station KBON
Caldwell, Idaho
Dear Demey:
'21..1 it b SAM.. Sielleas
becemLer
A few days ago I read a text of the address
by Governor Collins, the President of the National
Association of Broadcasters, to the Greater Columbia
Chamber of Commerce at Columbia, South Carolina.
This was such a remarkable document that I
wanted to share It with others; while I could obtain,
at least temporarily, only a limited Supply, it
occurred to me that you and a few other leading Idaho
broadcastera might like to have a copy.One Is en-
closed.
I am also enclosing a Drew Pearson column,
whichdeal. wIththe Nov. McIntire radio maledictions.
It woui3 seem to me th,trAle butlic, after our trsgelY
ir. November, might well be growing weary of the kind
of diatribe that thia program,ar.CIsuch others as
Lifeline, the Manion Fordo, amd Don Smoot present.
If the alraye are not to become the commercial main-
stream for villIficatIon and hysteria in America, the
Pearson column in deserving of your careful perusal
and reflection.
ou.surst.i. ma,*
Thats you for your letter And spremd intret In the prevetion at tijtrie
sot ealedietion via the irwayti,I tumettly hen your concern,tepecially Ise broedotater.And, mouse 1 cannot ndaree right sang xtreettle, streett on
tee otter gad are rtainly dangeroue,let se be son peelyle.
Unetwoticsattly, the pros/sa of 1*. ScliffLal, LIFT List, DtAll MAJICIN, andDAP BWICOT present one side ofthe orrricsly sonrwatIv, end oppod to Oboes tents dear to you and the late Pr14nt.
lietrring to lone letter: 'valediction-slander .. whieh seen., at best, -tatesest unsupported by tact." 1ae n rneet criticofthee. S.C. ...tee slender would destroy their cte over sight.Pleat.here with se the .whence that the sea have elandered.
Indeed, sir, in the siocre tteest to refute these infleesse you Jude. to be itlandrou,yourassociation at our .ele beloved freideat t seasInation with
them. ereifie right wine lesents see., la lteelf,to ring with 'iltateent un supported by feet..
Please eatieretaaa,harbor Church,thatsly letter us proeptd by the ear sotivatioa that prowled your,Iwant to doay job7400, fulfilling ay tall repoesibilitytothe lietestag public.Otte due respect,1 atsigni.with your opinion that we Be. airing buitive peeches which re laalierou.end productive Of 0.yetriAseriea.
WhileI understand ination could be perforated by stresist at soy line,
your iadicatioe thatthoseNettle71400 wits( infloowee sere cantributore to
the ingest/ is soot unfortunate,particulerly in the light, that east all source
Indicate Use asasin weeIttepiredby Coesaanitic influence,
Asbroads...ter,By job is to get .11 the tet to thecopula., end to let teem decidthe rightneeor vronens .Ithink we ts doing thetOur policy la enn invitation to 11 respunotato, group. to titr their opinion* fre.
rsoet cordially inyttd tc "pro" your yiew In full onC O B O.
inri you again for your interitt andcoot..ortheopinion.ofOovernor j-.11ins and Mr. Paton.
SittcrelY,
mICRAFL C. [AVIS,Mar.
Christ inn BrisAcst Ind Coonenr
e00/da
', . one dogs. ddbi>t emit kw tie pod- avert.107
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THE PROTECTION OO(0u1T CLUARANTEE
A FAIRTRIAL .011CONETtronci.ILL. friwrs,
OF COURCE,OR. THE REDO NOuLol..FT
HAVE AGREED TO IT. THE TRIATy 0016
PROVIDE THAT AMERICAILIVACATIOUIR9
OR SALES/OW IMPRISOUID IIJ RU6I IA
CAM VAN[ VISITILIORICA4T5 BY OUR
CONSULAR OFFICIAL.
VIVTIIJG RICrICTS 6717
A TREATY OuGAIT
TO OFFER A LOT
MORE THAN
THAT. WHAT AEI
THE ARLUOIELITS
A.C.AiLFST THE
TREATY,'
15.
THE MOOT 0115101Jf DAUGER
FROMTHE TREATY IS PRoMMOLJ
FOR.DIP LO VATIC IMAINNITY.`
TREAT" oFPONIELJTO POE/TORT
THAT TO Otvir fOVILT PERIDOSAitl.
COMPLETE urouVITY FROM Al
It EST IE TO lUVITIE Aping
10 RIO 191,tot)AOK[VS 14
5AEOT*4 E..94LCS THE TECATE'
FORBIDS H.E9FECTiON OF ANY
BAGGAGE OR EQUIPLAILMT
11110U4M IN Alf 'INIPLOAATIC
owcHT
latilastilP
LIM NAVE A LETTER FROM THE STATE
pEPAATAilur PAYILHE THE TREATY DOESN'T
PROVIDE FOR THE OPEE.HIJO OF
ANY LAW C01.-19t,LATI4. OUT
ARTICLE 2 CLEARLY PROVIDES
FOR THE °PENAL-K. OF CONSULATES.
THEY'RE IALIO 6Pet100. THAT
EDGAR HOOVER 1161 RETRACTED
1.011 ETATEMENT THAT THE
CONlivAR TRPATY iNMI
GOAL OF T141 SOVIET
iLoTILLiSEINCE.., THAT TRUE7
FIRST OF ALL.SEUATOR.T4E
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T14011.00440t1T 144111 L1.6.
I RAVE DENATOR IAULIET'S OFFICE
OU THE LIVE. THEY WAVE A
WRITTEN STATEMENT FROM
ITIE.1400YER FLATLY STATAAA
THAT HE HAS 1.14 CHANGED 14I9
MIND AT ALL.' Auo HI MADE
CLEAR THAT NE Pol9LOT TAKE
AVY PO9111014 Ou FOLIO)
Fit
OLIE MORE TWA* ABOUT THAT
Pt Pt. OMAT1C IAfMUIJITy'CI Wig
lu THO TREATY. WE ALREADY
NW[ Melee WITH 33 NATION'S
..AWD NOT ONE OF nifol PROviefi;
IMEUVITY"
IN OTHER WORDS, 711I9 19
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Senator Church Supported the Treaty.
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HOW MANY RED SPIES PER YEAR?
(Mr. RARICK asked and war given
permission to extend hieremarks at silts
point in the RecOes.)
Mr. RAJIICK.Mr. Speaker. why does
not the /tale Department tell 0 who the
18.000 American travelers In Rosati% ere.
in whose interest they travel In Husitia
and who is paying their expenses?
Asfather-taxpayer, one of 190 mul-
lion America:m.1 ant given to understand
trutt the Soviet Consular Treaty is to
offer note mcurity to 18.000 Americans
who (revel annually behind the Commu-
nist Iron CurtainThle apparently I.
Ill.StateDepartment's chiefwiling
point on public opinion.Yet, we 190
million are being eked to plac our
country. our lives. and our property In
additional Jeopardy for the benefit of
18.000 people, only 20 of whom were r-
rested accordingto State Department
records.Certainly. we people are en-
titled tofull disclosure of III the facie.
Pending before Congress and our Na-
tionisthis moat crucial decision of
whether ornot the Soviet Consular Con-
vention. or Treaty, should be ratified,I
continua to receive a heavy now of mall
frommy eoruitituensa andfrom citizens
all our the country who fear for the
safety end defense of our America and
the rtes of on)' treaty Invoiement with
the Corn:nu/nits.They raise question,
that I rn unable to answer and that I
have not heard discussed nor adequately
presented to the public from any of the
administration sources.
In the Interest of public opinion and
academic freedom regarding thle Coin-
munist treaty convention, I havestudy
prepared by Mr. W. B. }Mkt. Jr., execu-
tivesecretaryofLibertyLobby and
which. I am told, was delivered before
the approprtate committee.The bene-
fit of his remarks andmuds war peen
very nut* exposureto the American ',po-
lite and certainly we in Congress. do not
want to hide any of the fact, or areu-
ments so vital to national defense and
our individual survival.
Under leave to extend my remarks.
Meer t Mr. Meat' complete statement into
the Rico., for the reading and study
of my colleagues
Slretalser or W Mesta. Jr. f.eantrreve
beraer1. lame 1.0., Pao. tear ham
l0011100 aniftrion Coeur,. Ma.-
leiseon coo, corou CONLertoer
Isomme 11. Inn
me Chairman and amlier of ale COT- mill. IW D Mr. Jr rxecl, Seery.
%ale of Liberty Lenny ;OPeef logy ^
oppose the Soviet (..:onsWee Contention in
the mime of the 110 POO eu.eriarre to 100
Leleerly our Monthly Iterialtiv r
poet Ilime mon uthonred to take tont
noaitiOn by Ow board Of Policy 10100. at the
momentIsmade lip of boa. 10000 of our
siatmeri.r who )ailed our Soma of
Policy in order to tit.mor 0011. role
In t. Liberty LobbyOur loud ofPol.
10! Mae voted 0hInlIngly to eupport
peoreeneric0n forme° policy anditle out
belie that Ono veal? with the tioyiet Union
lau0 to ruen that standard
ari ttttt intour teetimony onthe
frosty tomammary of U. Hiumnte
oNnterrmigumentaforand 1.t th
1ty as they see cumently being omitent.
by CM atilt. Department. the prow. in et-
ten from dienatore tob their ceatetlturrolcead
by thew actively opposing the treaty.
Rem. the arguments put enryrd In sup
port be the treatylark followed by the
counter-orguenent of tort appoeltion
..eusero.. if relined. l.. Ooneention
would WM. Important and .weediste berii
Ile to the 14 000 Of Moo. noArel<O sitillen
on. trI 10 the U fla R. each yea,
COoaterOrgeinnt Th Sale benefit to the
ordinary umness travelogInthe &mt
Onson would be Heas to eseertean Orensintar
oseldee In Una 11m14d number et MU. In the
11 OS R wb.ra cancels.. may be ell.111011.
According tothy etat. xisparsattrat.en,f one
seen locattan (Lenin/y.1 W now conlefor
91
1, 'II
platedTreivlere In any Mier [M mould
not be saded unless they DePPen. to be
arretedSin. Mane of 1044. wbn the
was Hen.. only DO Arnetteaa have boon err
reeked by the Levitt UnionThe bonen. of
this tsty mated apply to bb but not
to the 18 000 pH year claimed by the Iltme
Dripeetment
3Aefumertr'Thetreiblywillprotect
Arnarricn arr... by the 500111 Union
Coveter-Hgentrel Th PHRoction MIred
by the uety tonal.. Boldly of elslUng rights
by comma, *Mel.).The. are no onnem
lion. by the Soviet. to soierwon stsnero
of Nets.There le no prostion forlure triITI.HeIIbe promo. against self-
incrinuntionThra 0 prO1610n for
lacing one 6extollerThere U no prolaton
gainst ere. or unusual punIshatsotCon
trary to the ame.. on L. Senate noor
of one .09001(01 of th tree. there II no
orminon roe 010011 0/peter:me,
Aretrosar The treaty ogee* n unusuel
1fOr the h011 Union Irig. of tees. to
.71.11.ra. pet6Oners by coneeles
CoMerrguntent Th. right er nOtiOre
11011 aa. elbovaartlo.1 nown. .ale 01111in
four day Of thlr le 01,160.1
only in tn 5001111 Union.Thlitrightof
a[c bas alwin seen gym.. by this boiled
Stales and mast Other el111 nationalIn
factat the Moe the United tate recog
mead Om Soviet Union Oen WW1/ yeae ado
U. Levitt Clavernment swomisee the 1.
ntedive tennteemeteune oe taw right
01
of
Hee. TWA peoenin was sewer Carried out
amotormen(IIthia right of erre" hall
bean In fert Manottnite 14011 I the nmencsn
0110 Med while imprisoned in theEl h 511
1005 yet, might Stilltee 00
Coen rrpurnsal 11,10 rguinnt a roe te.]
on trw W mph<M trut rereedrnli MO.
mime Num. InfitofOrepairMere
la Nat es much reason in bIIv thst
sr. thundrol 1110. prisoners on rii
orisonvinPort.,ititsdniinno111,1
Molt a despair !Inuits. mire os cont.,
with Americans tether than eirurn
alanee 01 Ole and proepectIvepunier,
relent
Inmor recent mt. that of ler Kea an
no protection m Ii would rim men lorth.
corning under the prop.. tr.. because
trio omeiLe turn. oirn a.. toteerno. enfes1ten for 01.1Mottling In tn
Pm. would fie the domte from anon,
lug thdo peocedur seIstandrd001111 to
livoId the iseceee proIlon of Nis treaty If
ItrtIrtol
Alyament'Arnean personnel who
officers And embioy in fen
aultitelterrtr.,imittirolieninthe USSR
molt ha. the petwortioe of diplomatic Om
(nun., offer. by this treaty
CovervirreemealThisargument am
mines tnst the nevem. p tear Anterie. rion
and pennon. Is tabirn Joe H.. ThrelrteIse ettldity ...Is snerly on
net miming the nedesIty fOr .OltionI U
tnniomtIc offices In the amt. Union
Ay omen:Rmerteitn etnulate In th
Soviet Unioa will oer .111010 "weindOsia-
On the "c.a. society" of t. U0R
CoseterHmon.1thoionialle001(111
ono h tweed In the S1.111 Union have
Onenrilinedofthe rrrrr letione
pieced upon 15.11 momment and artlettlee
by the Soviet Oreermr.ntThe were fart
that the OHM Union Ir.01..0 sucityii
noose.My atm. tht u.ful faw Ions
are enenr 51.111.111 Lo Obtein fur OW person.,
there th. for Soviet personnel etMloned lb
the United tat.It follows Ina mould
einem Mee earfulInformitMlonIn Dam
penmen to moot th Soviets would gale by
haying Odle. in 0111In 1540 Nation who.
th.y S0presently not Mt.ed to onersta
In addle.. the diMeelem 04 insintInIng
mcunt? 10ein Annerten isle Intile
1.1 8Ritgalnatbuggingand M.. Mem
tract. dandee.1 Might in loot these our con
ult more 04 a "window- on our tlIplornlle
OpMatiorta for the notets
1 met/meetTh nortentIon 0046 001
feer the opening of consulate. Other
III the United Mates orin th USSRIt
promles for no new 1501L personnel In i,.
country
COurtlermmaintal Thle meernent la pur
O nerailitybeneath the denity nr even 111
(Wile I...pertinentImmolltely following
afticleIof the Poty,,,t10111.
MONO. of tetrne the, liti or the nal 1, ertlels-Openingof Mar
eattelinrnonts appointment of con of.
entire and 111,00,110nd tne content or 0111,through I 16 de Soled to the pro
Dy el under ankh the Slatsptirtment
and noel. Onionto esbills con-
51110101endappointonsolarpereonnI
This 60 notInc fart 1 00117 open ny nee consul..butIt11.10Oor
the SenateIt'Mee the State fhportment
blankrier,'telopenanunlimited num..fee oneulatee olth no further con
eultallon Of the Senate
IIfl,n11. Consuls. could S. opend
whether of 001 the prem. Convention i
ratified
Counter-wournstThe otmloto reply
tots riperneot isWhy tnontn.11111111for
IncluffIngrutilteInInn.treltly/Ob.
11ouai 1. Inr
so
Is ocenthing fon... In toll tie./ tht cannot tellrei obtained
Tnat 'sornetRIng" Is Inot th rIght
of"notification and Hoerbecause trim
Coollousil 00 9080 78
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How Senator Frank Church HasVoted On A Few Key Bills In The Last Five Years
Votes Referred To On This Page May BeVerified In The Congressional Record In
Your Public Library.
1
DISARMAMENT
Passed 73-14
September 8, 7961
tothe etoong hours ol Inc
wail, -.r, loth many cow essmen
having ler( for horn, the house
twase0 this disastrous bill which
Gres up a bureau to make detailed
iyars ant rerollinteinillionS for
II',iiro*1 essive dIsmantlInr of
vnr nuitimai 'idolse.And now
eventout t o"hill romottiment"
to VI`radie writ, created
iv to, art,dill,' Arens Cool red and
Dosarrytantent Actor), is Min o.
cetyine!AIdollars It/ plan and
exocote ',loft ons to disarm the
.'mfrs Slates ..,Intioltevatne...
Ira poir Senalot.
:Senator F rank Church, repre-
srottinrrmenitrousidIdaho,
voted torreate and fwd this &ten-
ci.U you believe that the best
Itterrentto wetIs the ability
and resolve to *In if necessary
... Rooth Frank Church,
2URBAN AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT
Morton to Discharge C
mines Lost 42-58
February 20, 1962
Doper One f rout ,addronal pro-
cedure, Prsident henneciv an
nounred In adeaner that he would
,,goinl a yrngro to head his boils-
desired,Cabtner-letwl Decoct-
men, a( Urban Affairs andIkws-
In,, Rut the House refused to be
Intimidated by crude dernsgogii.
ery and erssnoroved hisplan.
Frank Church, rehresenitne the
ettirens of Idaho, strisorted Ph.
creation ot the new Cabinet port-
( tun.U you believe Thal the sf-
f airs of mire end (ovls lifeboat
handled at local rather Mau fed-
eralivel Recall Frank
Church
3
ANTI.POLL TAX
AMENDMENT
Posted 77.16
Morph 27, 1962
(Or fondstnentakillftreore be-
recto a democracy owl a repub-
lic is thatin the latter ',direst
Is tearoom:I to pert.. who CAP
trent rnaonable standards.A
twrwyn who willcurlbotherto
pa i 3h111.1t1Incor the remi-
tter, of voting is hardly 111119 to
add to the cumulative wisdom of
the electorate.And the Ameri-
can system reepors that 00110e
quail! Ica lions be lell to the states,
Ifa majority re the tales in the
onion can to rote, dlei none the
Internal policies of the moority,
then the lame principle route] low
ply to the Northeal water. Over
the obWellons olIdaho, Wash-
Inv. and Oregon,ma tor fly of
thesnares could sole In divert
Coirrnbt. River water to A Ozone
ar 1 California.
Senator Frank Church, repre-
sentingme0110 101 of Idaho,
voted for federal control of the
Internal pothole. of a minority of
valeta
you believe that stales should
tie able to ..ailare tilt ownt ars
lairs. 00 lour Is liter do no nip,
Inthe Irstnework of the United
State, Constitullon
Frank Church.
4
UN BOND PURCHASE
Passed 70-22
April 5, 1962
1100104 to terrific pressure
from the Adminislration.loe Lib-
eral Establishment and interna-
tional financial interests, the Se-
nate finally approved the give-
limy of .100 million to finance
the(Ill's apart than anti-corn-
munial Natanea..Senator Frans
Church, represent tog III, ellitens
of Idaho, "'trod for this Inlet.-
(lona(giro -any. How Mane
schools would this100 milltof
dollar a ofas money build In
Idaho?Ifyou loin, that the
(tolledStatesthouldnorgive
swat millions in addition to the
-thresh and sasesgrriehil levied
010010 us by the U.N. ... Recall
Frank Church.
5
FOREIGN AID
AUTHORIZATION
Passed 61-23
June 7, 1962
T1110 rm. trout wooes tto,
It .ositiillAmend/mu:I,which
1"...4.ivii In Itornrieill flint-rote-pi.
li rbesotto...1101(01,1,1.1 1:1
:1 ,0111.1 11411,1 room, toy, Senator
Frank Choort, repo ...mum th.-
citizens 14 Idaho, rolled for this
hitt. IIion believe thatthe
Presidentofthelooted Slates
should not hay. the unhurt, to
elseaidto Comintinists Shill
Communists art 1111104 Amer,
ran own, ..110,411Pros*
Church.
6
FARM BILL
Passed 47-37
August 22, 1962
This Is a tae on ILL 123.^1
with a Jew amendments whIchdtd
nothing to improve the basically
unsuitable 011C Alt/le/arm prob.
tun la really only a reflection
Imbalance Caisivid by onto mous
Importsofforeign agricultural
predurl V, riO rare fora program
of farmer regimentanon can be
extstsed as necessary,Senator
Frank Croat-, then I new Sena-
torrepresenting I /arm awe,
found it convenient to le absent
when Mia dui further restrict-
ing the termer passed Ine Senate.
If you Parlitem in less government
controls (or Jetliner, .Recall
F rank Chet Cls.
RULES CHANGE
1
To Invoke Cloture
Rerented 5A-42
February 7, 1963
(2/3 required)
The battle by liberals to modlf
Ruhr 22 which permits nearly un-
limited albeit In the Senet has
become a bilennial allir.On a
motion be Senator Mansfield to
Invoke cloture (and 110,11 debate)
the liberals ter It unable to mus-
ter the two-thirds required sod
thus Senate tradition was eared
tor another two years.Senalor
Frank Church, representing the
el:Ilona of Idaho, voted lo Omit
dMale in the !tenon.II you lo-
lly.. "rat thel,y1onSlalesSona1r
0110011 hays the rice rn f oil and
ohen debate , ilttrali Frank
Church.
8
TEST BAN TREATY
Ratified 80-19
September 24, 1963
After many months tat publici,
insisting on open on-sill Inspec-
lion, the Administration yielded
to Motto. serving liberals 5,0
acceptedtheTreaty on the
Russians. ter ma,thus sumort.
legthis Pl./Mous plot to leave
America farbehind In nuclear
0051 15 10(110010V.Frit11113lIC
prealluril* nor* brougM to bear
on many Senators by Mr New
Frontier. Including the promise
of wheat vales to Russia. Sena-
tor Frank Church, repmenting
the citizens of Idaho, voted for
this Treaty.IIyou teller, that
givingaid and comfort to the
Soviet Union is not In the best
interests ot our nano.) security,
.. Recall Frank Choral.
9
FOREIGN AID
lausthe Amendment
Rejected 14-55
November 8. 1963
This was a revilloo 1, senator
1.titiolie ID. -Virile) 10 deli,. the
Foreign Aid 8111 language which
1.1111111 hey. permuted Preskiont
Johnsonm',ninon granting
-most - favored - nation" trade
privileges lo Red Poland and Yu-
goslay..As usual the Ailfillni-
00-anon trot 1kailStreet mustered
all their lore.. lo help the Com-
munists and Ihe amendment wa
reletted. Senator Fronk Churen,
representing the cIlloolt of Ka-
Ito,voted against theLatosche
A thervirnentandforgiving
i most-favored-nation"treat-
ment to them, Communist dIetw.
toestaled,1r you believe that
Cothmunlat countries should not
enjoy"rnost-lavored-nation"
statue ... Recall Frank Churth,
10
FARM BILL
Tower Amendment
Rejected 36-53
March 6. 1964
This Amendment on the Ad-
mlnletrallon Farm Bill by Sena-
tor Tower 111.-Tex.) would have
prohibitedtheExport-Import
Rank from eatending or guaran-
teeing erect to Rosati Or anti
Communist cosititriesfor theme-
these 04 wheel Ind other 14 clout-
t oral products.Senator Frank
Church, representing thethleen,
of Idaho, voted against 11*. Tower
Amendment pronlIMUng credit to
RussiaandOther Communist
countrlex. U you believe that the
to are yore mould not uncierrite
credit for agricultural commodi-
ties.,Recall Frank Church.
11
CIVIL RIGHTS
To invoke Cloture
At-tooted 71.29
(2/3 required)
June 10, 1964
The first 01 the Iwo maps
VOIAll on Ihe 51011 Rights 8111 in
the Senate wag the mo1lonolSon-
alorktansfleil (0.-Mont.), to
ma lorlly leader, to Invoke cloture
and curoil debate on the roll.
Pro, het or had cloture sun-
ceded on aClvil rights bIll but
ManstIeld Yta I able to gag 01011
right. opponents.
CIVIL RIGHTS
Passed 73-27
June 19, 1964
One yeartothe day after
President homed, sent the in-
famous Civil Rights Dill to the
Congreas, 11 es. passed to the
Senate.After the Civil Mehl!
B111 eras nested, purportedly to
alleviate racial lenalons, the na-
tion witnessed the Watts Into,
r ect105, Chicago riots, and riot.
tog and pillagingin dozens of
American clues. Americans are
still,nearly three veers later,
learning of different rights and
Ireeloms Itml were loll Ith the
passage ofthe"CivilRights
Act."Senator Frank Church,
representing the citizens of Ida-
ho, voted 10 cut off debate, and
supported the "Clip Rights Act ",
U you believe Mai every indivi-
dual Should have the right Ionian.
In his property to hls Peel inter-
est,so long at the Mild** of
this right does not harm others
... Recall Frank Church.
12
DEBT LIMITATION
Pissed 48.21
June 26, 1964
This bill, coin interne to 1 loll
1011 mintier 8. 88 lusoed lost
lour days lierorInonid"lenipoi
del* Ilfoll was to expire and
saved 1611.1 in the "
The new deed limp tpired June
30, 1161, and has since been Imp
creased sgsirt.Senator Frank
Church, rprsenilnollie 1111t105
ofIdaho, voted to Increase the
debt limit thus hailing out the new
JohnsonAdministt afloat. (Not,
Thiswas Onlinethe ousel.,
troop end material commitment
In VIM Nam).If nos believe Mal
this nation should not continue
to go further In debt io support
welfare,vole-gettingboon-
dogglea Recall Frank Church,
13
POVERTY Rill
Pressed 61.34
July 2.), 1964
This oninint00billliterally
t ars.. Oceans of the Kennedy-
Johneon socialistic programs op
into one big pile.I( Mose pro-
posals had had to Ross on their
Own Merit, theAdministration
would never have been able to
force them through Congreaa,
but Johnlioe DgurMeveryoml Ins
against poverty and 61 scheme
worked.Senator Frank Church,
representing the 0111 mina of Ida-
ho,votedforthissocialistic
bonanza.From each according
to his ability - To tarn according
to hit need, whether they Mediae
not.If you belle,* that the Ad-
ministration should not have the
right to spend tax dollars to buy
votes .Recall Fria Church.
14
DISARMAMENT
Foreign Relations
CommIttote Amendment
Pissed 50-38
March 10, 1965
A Foreign RIalloruComtnittee
Amendment to reduce the autM
driltation for the Disarm Agency
to I120 million For Ikea{ 1000-61.
While vena-illor al Senator.
Ilk.J. KIlilarnFulbrieht ,-
pressed support III the
Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency's funds to 20 million dol.
is rs, Senator F rank Church stood
firm for more money,This, In
spite of the fact that the 111,1104
States troep commitment In Viet
Nam bad risen to over a guar tor
of a million.II Volt believe that
Itis coolish If not treasonous to
spend millions to disarm while
Belting an temeclared war .
Recall Frank Church,
15
AID TO EDUCATION
Passed 73-18
April 9, 1965
Federal tar funds In pirate
groups and stale education are.-
cies for ferrtooks, and "erper-
I mental"or"demonstration'.
pro/oohs approved by the 11.5,
Commissioner, Dr. N11114 01 Lie-
he of the Albers-or Association
01School Alltniulatraterssays
educlorsairrooriv 10,1 Jeri
labia lor ter porn n11.111 In con.
loom of content.A e'lle for (Ms
11111 73131 Is a vow for I rderal
a/.S.uutor Praha Clod el,
t tbresenling 11, 01110100 of 111.1.
ho, vefed for ftrirrid Ill Intl con-
trol of schnoia.II Yon le tilsm In
local control ol ono schools...
lienall Frank Chnrch.
16
P0R51G1 IAID
Peas. c: 68.20
June1.1,1965
Authorluttonofg 3,361,6 70,000
In taspayerr Neste to be went."
foreign limners who cs Mt or won't
lax their cool elIttens,By this
act, LBJI. ato1Psori owl to give (PS.
tax money to Nasser and Sidearm
and to other nations giving aid in
North VIM Nam, Senator Frank
Church, representing the 01111en.
of Idaho, again suptorted thisel-
(antic glee-away of taxpayers'
money. U you Ire tiredol having
Your tax money given to nations
woe aid our enemies and humour
Flag..Recall Frank Church.
11
PpOVE4RTY610211.91.
Aunust 10,1965
The Administration's public re.
istions Itata had tha one in the
bag from the start but the lopakled
vole for pee tee doge nol 10.5e1
its Intrinsic importance.Sena.
tors ono Ina*Olor thlasocialialic
banana should be made to ex-
plain to their more critical coo-
stituents why there Is no moth
"poverty' Mier 30 mitre a Lib-
ral/SoCiallit "4-Tear Planr' to
endpoverty.SenatorFrank
Church, rervenentlnii the eitiren*
01 Idahotowed for this AtIrninl-
stralton yore-buying 4111. U you
aro opposed to vot-buyingdma-
gOeutr r... Recall Frank Church.